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Abstract

Measuring the magnetization of atomic nuclei as in magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) allows studying molecular systems under chemical exchange. The MRI signal

of the water-soluble gas xenon provides a high specificity to its local molecular envi-

ronment. To increase the sensitivity, hyperpolarization techniques can be applied and

also a method called chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST). Through CEST,

molecular hosts that enclose Xe are detected and features of their Xe exchange are

revealed. However, the CEST method is slow since multiple acquisitions along a

spectral dimension are needed to characterize the exchange.

How to accelerate the CEST experiment is a main question of this work which

was addressed by introducing a novel method called CAVKA (combined approach of

variable flip angle, keyhole, and averaging). It divides the signal domain into two

parts, performs time-consuming signal averaging only for the nearly constant part

while rapidly updating the second part that encodes image contrast along the spectral

dimension. The two are then computationally merged with consideration of the mag-

netization’s physical properties for MRI scans. CAVKA encodes the magnetization-

limited information from multiple samples as an image. Main benefit is a fast scan

of host systems with relative fast exchange that otherwise causes signal loss.

After introducing CAVKA, its application to different host systems is described.

The synthetic host cryptophane-A and biogenic gas vesicles were used as a proof

of concept to study the method performance and adjust its parameters. Later on,

cucurbit[n]urils (CB6 and CB7) were extensively investigated with competitive guests

to reveal differences in the host accessibility for Xe. It became clear that the observed

CEST signal from commercially available CB7 samples is actually from CB6, an

impurity from the synthesis of CB7. This impurity was also quantitatively estimated

to be ca. 8.5%.

Finally, data denoising by principal component analysis (PCA) and wavelets was

explored. Insights from their tailoring to MRI data of hyperpolarized Xe are reported.

The two data domains of MRI (k-space and image space) were denoised and the

performance was evaluated in terms of the SNR increase.
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Kurzzusammenfassung

Mit der Magnetresonanztomographie (MRT) lassen sich die Magnetisierung von Atom-

kernen messen und molekulare Systeme unter chemischem Austausch untersuchen.

Das wasserlösliche Gas Xenon hat den Vorteil, dass sein MRT-Signal sehr empfind-

lich auf die lokale molekulare Umgebung reagiert. Zur Steigerung der Sensitivität

können Techniken der Hyperpolarisation angewendet werden und auch das Verfahren

CEST (chemical exchange saturation transfer). Mit CEST werden molekulare Wirte,

die Xe einschließen, untersucht und die Merkmale ihres Xenon-Austauschs vermessen.

Das reguläre CEST-Experiment ist jedoch langsam, da mehrere Aufnahmen entlang

der spektralen Dimension notwendig sind, um den Austausch zu charakterisieren.

Eine Hauptfrage dieser Dissertation ist, wie man das CEST-Experiment beschle-

unigen kann. Hierzu wurde die neue Methode CAVKA (combined approach of vari-

able flip angle, keyhole and averaging) entwickelt. Sie teilt die Signaldomäne in

zwei Teile, führt eine zeitaufwendige Signalermittelung nur für den fast konstan-

ten Teil durch, während der zweite Teil, der den Bildkontrast entlang der spek-

tralen Dimension kodiert, schnell aktualisiert wird. Beide Teile werden unter Beach-

tung der physikalischen Eigenschaften der Magnetisierung bei der MRT anschließend

wieder rechnergestützt zusammengefügt. CAVKA kodiert die Informationen mehrerer

Proben als Bild. Der Hauptvorteil ist der schnelle Scan von Wirtssystemen mit relativ

schnellem Austausch, der einen schnellen Signal-Abfall verursacht.

CAVKA wurde für verschiedenen Wirtssysteme eingesetzt. Der synthetische Wirt

Cryptophan-A und biogene Gasvesikel wurden im Machbarkeitsnachweis verwendet.

Später wurden Cucurbit[n]urile (CB6 und CB7) mit kompetitiven Gästen untersucht,

um Unterschiede in der Wirtszugänglichkeit für Xe aufzudecken. Es wurde deut-

lich, dass das beobachtete CEST-Signal von kommerziellen CB7-Proben tatsächlich

vom CB6 stammt, und zwar als Verunreinigung, die ein Nebenprodukt bei der CB7-

Synthese ist. Diese Verunreinigung wurde auf ca. 8, 5% quantifiziert.

Schließlich wurden Xe MRT-Daten durch die Techniken Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) und Wavelets entrauscht. Die beiden Datendomänen der MRT (k-

space und Bildraum) wurden untersucht und die SNR-Steigerung bewertet.
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1 Background

1.1 Physics of MRI

A description of the time evolution of a nucleus spin system, like the one measured in

an MRI experiment, can be obtained using the laws of classical physics [1,2]. However,

to correctly describe the energy pattern (like in Stern and Gerlach experiment [3]), a

quantum mechanical description is needed. At first, this description is briefly given

and the classical description will follow.

The experimental energy pattern from atomic nuclei in an external magnetic field

is quantized and has levels according to

E = −mγℏB0, m = −l,−l + 1, ..., l − 1, l

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, ℏ is the Planck constant divided by 2π, B0 is the

external magnetic filed (assumed, without loss of generality, to be in the direction of

the positive z-axis) and l is the spin quantum number. 129Xe and 1H have l = 1/2.

Generally, however, l value depends on the number of protons and neutrons in the

nucleus and on their pairing and it is not straight forward to calculate. The two

possible energy levels when l = 1/2 are E↓ = 1/2γℏB0 and E↑ = −1/2γℏB0 that

correspond to spins in the ”down” and ”up” states, respectively.

For a large ensemble of individual spins µi in a closed volume (a voxel) the net

macroscopic magnetization vector M⃗ is defined as M⃗ =
∑Ns

i=1 µ⃗i, where Ns is the

number of spins in the voxel. When an external magnetic filed B⃗0 is applied, one

can show that the time evolution of the net magnetization is according to the Bloch

equations [1] (at the moment without relaxation terms)

dM⃗(t)

dt
= M⃗(t)× γB⃗0,

M⃗(t=0) = M⃗0.

(1.1)

This is a classical description that would also fit to describe a tiny rotating magnet

that experiences an external magnetic field. The solution of Eq. 1.1 is
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Mx(t) =Mx(0) cos(ω0t) +My(0) sin(ω0t),

My(t) = −Mx(0) sin(ω0t) +My(0) cos(ω0t),

Mz(t) =Mz(0),

(1.2)

where ω0 = γ|B⃗0| is the Larmor frequency of rotation. Let Mxy = Mx + iMy be

defined as the transverse component of the magnetization, then the solution takes

the form

Mxy(t) =Mxy(0)e
−iω0t,

Mz(t) =Mz(0).
(1.3)

This means that M⃗ rotates with a constant velocity ω0 around the z-axis (clockwise

rotation) and has a constant component in the z direction; that is the time evolution

of the magnetization vector.

In practice, only the transverse magnetization can be measured as inducible signal,

the Mz component remains static and thus does not cause an inducible signal. The

initial magnetization in equilibrium is only in the z direction, that is according to Eq.

1.3 when considering that the net macroscopic magnetization vector has transverse

components (Mxy(0)) in all directions that are averaged to zero. In the z direction,

the net magnetization is non-zero since the external magnetic field in this direction

makes one of the two energy levels more populated than the other, creating a net

polarization.

Starting from equilibrium, the magnetization must be tilted from the z direction

(or longitudinal direction) toward the direction of the xy plane (or the transverse

plane). This is done by applying additional oscillating field B⃗1 in the form of a radio

frequency (RF) pulse (called excitation pulse) in the direction of the x- or y-axis. If

B⃗1 is applied in the x-axis direction oscillating at the Larmor frequency it tilts M⃗

to the transverse plane by rotating it around the x-axis and the same holds for the

y-axis. The tilting can be done in a controlled way called the flip angle α. B⃗1 (or the

excitation pulse) is applied for a short time and then is switched off, its duration is

adjusted to provide the desired α which depends also on the B⃗1 amplitude (see section
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1.3). With the additional excitation pulse, the initial condition of the magnetization

in Eq. 1.1 becomesMxy(0) =M0 sinα,Mz(0) =M0 cosα (whereM0 isMz(0) without

an excitation pulse). After tilting the magnetization, it returns to its initial state in

a process called relaxation.

Relaxation can be divided into two contributions: spin-spin interactions and spin-

lattice interactions. Spin-spin interactions are the reason for the decay of transverse

magnetization. The rotating spins go out of phase (their rotations become unsyn-

chronized) which effectively decreases the measured signal. The spins go out of phase

due to differences in their local chemical environments, which lead to small variations

in the magnetic field they experience. The decay is generally considered to be ex-

ponential and its time constant is affected by different experimental conditions (for

example the temperature). To model spin-spin interactions, the parameter T2 is used

in an exponential decay term of the form

Mxy(t) =M0 sinα · e−t/T2 .

Free spins in a fluid have a long T2, whereas bound spins (for example in large

molecules) have a shorter T2.

Spin-lattice interactions are the reason for the regeneration of the longitudinal

magnetization to its equalibrium level. The excitation pulse turns some of the initial

longitudinal magnetization to transverse magnetization; it reduces the longitudinal

magnetization from M0 to M0 cosα. The RF pulse transfers energy to the medium

that contains the spins (the ”lattice”). Eventually, the deposited RF energy is released

from the spins and increases the energy of the lattice and produces heat. As some of

the spins go back to the lower energy state, the longitudinal magnetization recovers

back to the thermal equilibrium level. The recovery rate, as in spin-spin interactions,

is modeled by an exponential term with a parameter T1 and has the form

Mz(t) = (M0 cosα−M0)e
−t/T1 +M0.

T1 depends on the strength of B⃗0 and it is shorter when the tumbling rate of the molec-

ular system is closer to the Larmor frequency (which is given by γ|B⃗0|) [4]. When

hyperpolarization is performed (see section 1.4), the magnetization level exceeds the

3



thermal equilibrium value and the starting longitudinal magnetization cannot regen-

erate. Including the relaxation terms in Eq. 1.1 gives the full Bloch equations:

dMx(t)

dt
=
(
M⃗(t)× γB⃗0

)
x
− Mx(t)

T2
,

dMy(t)

dt
=
(
M⃗(t)× γB⃗0

)
y
− My(t)

T2
,

dMz(t)

dt
=
(
M⃗(t)× γB⃗0

)
z
+
M0 −Mz(t)

T1
,

M⃗(t=0) = M⃗0.

(1.4)

The solution of Eq. 1.4 is

Mxy(t) =M0 sinα · e−iω0te−t/T2

Mz(t) =M0 + (M0 cosα−M0)e
−t/T1 .

(1.5)

The time evolution of the magnetization vector is rotation with a constant velocity

ω0 around the z-axis.

1.2 MRI principles

Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the spin property of the atomic nuclei. Most

commonly, the nuclei of 1H are used for medical imaging, but other nuclei like 19F,

23Na, 13C and of course 129Xe can also be measured. In order to obtain an image,

a spatially resolved signal is desired. This is achieved by applying a combination of

magnetic field gradients and radio frequency (RF) pulses.

The following is true for the acquisition of a 2D image by Cartesian data sampling

since only this type of MRI acquisition is used within this thesis. The spatial encoding

comprises three steps:

1) Slice selection - This step confines the measurement to one slice with a given

thickness perpendicular to the z-axis (or any arbitrary axis). First, a magnetic field

gradient along the z-axis is applied (additionally to the static magnetic field). The

gradient is linear with respect to the position: Bz(z) = Gz · z, where Gz is constant

(the amplitude of the magnetic field gradient). As a result, spins in different z lo-
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cations start to rotate (precess) around the z-axis in different rotation rates. This

behavior follows the Larmor equation (ω = γ|B⃗|) and the fact that a magnetic filed

gradient was applied (B⃗ = B0 + Bz). Next, an RF pulse is applied with a specific

frequency bandwidth that matches the Larmor condition for the locations within the

desired slice. With that, a 2D slice perpendicular to the z-axis is selected to produce

transverse magnetization.

2) Frequency encoding - This step uses a magnetic field gradient in one of the two

transverse directions (let it be assumed as the x-axis direction) that is denoted Gx to

make the rotation rates along this direction spatially dependent (similarly to the slice

selection).This is done in order to be able to map rotation rates to spatial locations

and to achieve spatial separation in the x direction. Gx stays on during the encoding

of this sampling direction and inactive during signal acquisition. Upon completion of

this step, one line of sampling points along the x direction is obtained.

3) Phase encoding - This step uses a magnetic field gradient Gy before each fre-

quency encoding step (line of sampling points) to give the rotating spins in different

y locations a phase (different starting positions of their rotations). This gradient is

turned on and off before frequency encoding starts and will allow signal separation

along this axis.

The steps of slice selection, frequency encoding and phase encoding make the

spatial separation of the nuclear magnetic resonance signal possible. However, the

sampled signal during the acquisition is superimposed and forms the so called k-space

data.

The k-space data represent the MR image in the Fourier domain. Thus, only

after applying the inverse Fourier transform to the k-space data the MR images are

obtained (informally the direct Fourier transform can also be applied as it obtains

the images). The k-space data is the collection of sampling points of the trans-

verse magnetization in different spatial locations within the slice. However, the sig-

nal detector is not moving, the magnetization is manipulated during frequency and

phase encoding to rotate differently along the x and y directions. This rotation is

modeled into the transverse magnetization expression (Eq. 1.5) by adding the term

e−iγ(Gx∆tx·x+Gy∆ty·y), where ∆tx, ∆ty are the durations that the gradients are switched
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on. Since the detected signal is the sum of all spins within the slice it has the form:∫∫
A

M0(x, y)e
−iω0te−t/T2e−iγ(Gx∆tx·x+Gy∆ty·y) dx dy, (1.6)

where A is the area of the slice. The 2D Fourier transform of a function f(x, y) is∫∫ ∞

−∞
f(x, y)e−2πi(k1·x+k2·y) dx dy. (1.7)

It can be identified from Eq. 1.6 and 1.7 that the detected signal is the Fourier

transform of the function M0(x, y)e
−iω0te−t/T2 if one defines:

k1 =
γ

2π
Gx∆tx,

k2 =
γ

2π
Gy∆ty.

(1.8)

These are the definitions of the k-space coordinates (or spatial frequencies) for the case

where Gx and Gy have constant amplitudes in time (like when sampling in a Cartesian

trajectory), otherwise the integral definitions should be used: k1 = γ
2π

∫ t

0
Gx(τ) dτ ,

k2 = γ
2π

∫ t

0
Gy(τ) dτ . The shapes in time, Gx(t), Gy(t), and the duration that these

gradients are switched on determine the sampling trajectory in k-space. Additionally,

Eq. 1.6 and 1.7 are equivalent only if the terms e−iω0t, e−t/T2 are time independent.

This is resolved by moving to the rotating frame of reference which makes the term

e−iω0t vanish. The signals are usually not acquired as simply decaying magnetization

but as spin echoes or gradient echos of which the amplitude at the center of the echo

is given by the echo time TE. Thus, by setting t = TE (TE is the effective echo time

of one k-space line) we obtain e−TE/T2 as a counter factor which assigns the same T2

relaxation for all sampled points within one line.

1.3 Flip angle calibration for 129Xe acquisitions

In the following section the calibration of a 90◦ RF pulse with a block shape (constant

amplitude) is described. This calibration enables the use of RF pulses with angels

other than 90◦ and is especially important when the variable flip angle (VFA) scheme

is used (see section 3.1.1). For 1H acquisitions, an automate procedure in ParaVision

(PV) exists to calibrate the 90◦ block pulse. However, for 129Xe the procedure has to
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Figure 1.1: TopSpin automatic procedure to determine the duration of a block pulse
that achieves a flip angle of 90◦. The duration is taken from the maximal peak (of
transverse magnetization) here with value of 35.8 µs.

be done manually. In VFA acquisition, equal levels of transverse magnetization along

the frequency encoding lines are desired and this creates the need for a precise flip

angle calibration.

As a first step of the calibration procedure, a measurement in Topspin for the

duration of a block pulse that achieves 90◦ is performed. The 90◦ flip angle is achieved

as the pulse that yields maximum signal. The power of the block pulse is given as

32 W and the determined duration was 35.8 µs (Fig. 1.1). This measurement should

ideally provide all the necessary information for the calibration. However, additional

tests (as will be explained in the next steps) show it needs to be further adjusted.

The Topspin result is entered in PV under the ”Setup” tab in the ”Reference power”

field. In PV, the power should be entered for 1 ms block pulse. Since the pulse is

rectangular, increasing its duration (from 35.8 µs to 1 ms, a factor of 27.933) should

be compensated by reducing its amplitude by the same factor in order to maintain

the flip angle unchanged. The flip angle α is given by α = tpγ|B⃗1| where γ|B⃗1| is
proportional to γ

√
P when using the pulse power P in W and tp as the pulse duration.

The factor 27.933 for tp thus needs to be compensated by 27.9332 = 780.252. Thus,
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Figure 1.2: Processing of k-space data in order to plot the curve of k-space signal vs.
the line number (transverse magnetization vs. the number of excitations). a) k-space
data of the imaging acquisition without phase encoding and with constant flip angle
of 60◦ (echoes are shifted to the right due to a delay of the digital filter which cannot
be fully compensated in acquisitions with low number (≤ 32) of frequency encoding
steps because of the short sequence timing). b) Extraction of the six central pixel
from each k-space line. c) Summation of the central pixels in each line (shown in b)
and plotting this sum against the line number.

the amplitude is 41 mW. For the 1 ms reference pulse this is entered to the ”Reference

power” field.

Next,the reference power value is tested by acquiring an image using a modified

FLASH (fast low angle shot) sequence that does not apply phase encoding and uses

a constant flip angle (CFA) of 60◦. This nominal flip angel is obtained by using the

1 ms reference pulse data. From the k-space data (Fig. 1.2a) the central six pixels in

each line are extracted (Fig. 1.2b) and summed up, this sum is assigned to the signal

value of each line i.e., the echo amplitude. Then, the graph of signal amplitude vs.

line number is plotted (Fig. 1.2c).

The theoretical equation for the signal vs. line number curve is:

S(n) =M0 sinα (cosα)n , n = 0, 1, .., N − 1, (1.9)

where S(n) is signal intensity in the n-th line, M0 is the initial longitudinal magne-

tization, α is the measured flip angle (with expected value of 60◦) and N is the total

number of lines (the number of phase encoding steps). Eq. 1.9 follows Eq. 1.5 with

the following assumptions: since 129Xe is hyperpolarized, the longitudinal magnetiza-
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Figure 1.3: Determination of the measured flip angle by fitting of an exponential
model with noise to the curve of the k-space signal against the line number. Fitting
assigns the value of the exponent base a = 0.689 from which the measured flip angle
of 46.45◦ is calculated.

tion decays rather slowly and the regeneration termM0

(
1− e−t/T1

)
is obsolete. With

TE/T2 << 1 (TE ∼ 10 ms, T2 ∼ 3 s), TR/T1 << 1 (TR ∼ 50 ms, T1 ∼ 100 s) the

problem simplifies and the calculation is also done in the rotating frame of reference.

Fitting an exponential model with noise to this plot (Fig. 1.2c) of the form:

f(x) = max{A · ax, y0},

where y0 respects the noise level, and extracting the value of the exponent base a

provides the measured flip angle, α = arccos(a). The result was α = 46.45◦, where

Fig. 1.3 displays this fitting.

One can see that a smaller angle was actually determined than the one that had

been selected as nominal value. Thus, this is compensated by increasing the value of

the ”Reference power” from 41 to 68 mW (a factor of (60/46.45)2 = 1.668). As a final

step, the image acquisition and fitting routine are repeated to make sure α = 60◦ is

measured. The monotonic decreasing trend of the transverse magnetization along the

lines in Fig. 1.3 is achieved by adjusting the spoiling gradient after each acquisition

for a sufficient duration. Otherwise deviations from this trend can occur as residual

magnetization impacts the following signal.
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1.4 The 129Xe polarizer

Spin polarization determines the detectable magnetization and is defined using the

amounts of spins in each of the energy states (see section 1.1). Denoting the number

of spin in the up state as n↑ and the number of spins in the down state as n↓, the

polarization P is given by

P =
n↑ − n↓

n↑ + n↓
. (1.10)

The polarization is temperature dependent and for a given temperature it is defined

as the thermal equilibrium polarization level. Using the Boltzmann distribution for

the two energy levels E↓ = 1/2γℏB0, E↑ = −1/2γℏB0 and substituting them in Eq.

1.10 provides a term for the thermal equilibrium polarization of 129Xe:

Ptherm = tanh

(
ℏγB0

2kT

)
, (1.11)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature (in Kelvin). At room

temperature, Ptherm is less than 0.001%. The NMR signal is proportional to the

polarization and thus it is quite low at room temperature. To increase it, one can

consider changing one of the parameters in Eq. 1.11 within the known limitation for

the range of temperatures and external magnetic field strengths for some applications

(e.g., medical imaging). Another option is to increase the difference between the two

spin populations (according to Eq. 1.10) outside the thermal equilibrium level. This

is known as hyperpolarization.

In our lab 129Xe hyperpolarization is done by spin-exchange optical pumping

(SEOP) [5]. To apply SEOP, a glass cell (the ”optical cell”) is used where an al-

kali metal is placed inside (rubidium). The optical cell is subjected to an external

magnetic field by being placed inside a pair of Helmholtz coils and is illuminated by

infrared laser light.

In the first step, optical pumping is executed. This includes shining a laser light

with a wave length of 794.8 nm through Rb vapor enclosed within the optical cell

to excite the D1 transition. The external B-field causes an electron spin flip in this

transition according to the selection rules. Collisions cause both spin states to equi-

librate and relax radiation free in the presence of N2 as quench gas. However, the
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ongoing depolarization of one of the spin states in the ground level causes eventually

an overpopulation of the other spin state. Rb is solid when the (optical) cell is cold at

the beginning of the process and about 1 g of Rb is used. As the cell is heated up by

an external heater and reaches 40◦C, Rb melts and vapor start to form. Eventually

the cell is heated up to 130◦C. Other alkali metals can be used for optical pumping,

but the advantage of Rb is its high vapor pressure that allows to keep the process at

relative low temperatures.

In the second step, spin exchange takes place. The electron spin polarization is

transferred through atomic interactions from Rb onto the nuclei of the Xe atoms.

This step is dominated by the hyperfine interactions between the nucleus and the

magnetic field that is generated by the Rb electron spin [6].

Xe flows into the optical cell as a gas mixture of N2, He and Xe. N2 is used as a

quenching gas to prevent the emission of radiation from relaxing atoms that would

make the laser light polarization work less efficiently. Helium is used to adjust the

pressure that affects the Rb absorption. Pressure adjustment by an excess of the

other two gases is not optimal for the hyperpolarization process. The flow rate into

the optical cell is 300 ml/min.

The gas mixture with hyperpolarized Xe, flows out of the optical cell in a rate

of 100 ml/min unless stated otherwise (reduced rates are used sometimes to prevent

foaming of the sample). It is led by a tubing all the way to phantom in the bore of

the scanner. Delivery of hyperpolarized xenon into the solution within the phantom

is done by capillaries that touch the liquid of the sample. This makes bubbles appear

as the gas flows through and thus it is said that hyperpolarized Xe is bubbled into

the solution. In CEST acquisitions, hyperpolarized Xe is redelivered to the sample

before each of the saturation pulses. This is enabled by the continuous mode of

operation of the polarizer. By using valves to open/close the gas flow, hyperpolarized

Xe is bubbled into the sample at the beginning of each measurement, then the flow

is stopped during the measurement (for the steps of magnetization manipulation and

data recording) and this is repeated as many times as necessary. While the flow to the

sample (or the flow out of the optical cell) is stopped, the flow in to the optical cell

is redirected to an alternative path (a bypass of the optical cell). This is to prevent
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a longer resident time of the gas mixture within the optical cell that would result

with different degree of hyperpolarization which is of course undesired in a correctly

functioned continuous mode.

1.5 Chemical exchange saturation transfer

Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) involves more than one chemical en-

vironment (pool) for the atomic nuclei that provide the MR signal. For example, 1H

within molecules of H2O (one pool) and within (the hydroxyl groups of) molecules of

glycogen (second pool), or 129Xe in an aqueous solution (free Xe pool) and inside a

molecular host (caged Xe pool). The nuclei go through an exchange between the two

chemical environments, where in each environment the Larmor frequency differs. This

allows to selectively saturate (destroy) the magnetization of the nuclei in one pool by

using an RF pulse with a specific frequency that matches the resonance frequency of

the pool. This is illustrated by the first step (arrow) in Fig. 1.4a. Next, saturated

nuclei leave the host and enter back into the free Xe pool where a decrease in the

magnetization of this pool can then be detected. This is illustrated by the second

step in Fig. 1.4a. When the nuclei involved in the exchange are hyperpolarized 129Xe,

the method is named HyperCEST [7].

The reduced magnetization that occurs in the presence of the host molecule is the

basis for the host detection through CEST. This reduction in magnetization levels also

provides a contrast mechanism between compartments that include/exclude the host

molecule. One of the advantages of CEST is an amplified sensitivity. Whereas the

direct NMR detection of 129Xe inside a host molecule is not feasible, for sub micro

molar concentrations, the detection using CEST is easily possible. The amplified

sensitivity is due to the fact that during the saturation time, hundreds to thousands

(depending on the host’s exchange rate and on the saturation time) of exchanging Xe

atoms are depolarized and the accumulated effect is measurable.

The typical graph from a CEST experiment is a z-spectrum which is shown in Fig.

1.4b. Along the x-axis is the frequency of the saturation pulses and along the y-axis

is the normalized detected signal. At most frequencies, the signal level is unchanged,

however in two frequencies ranges a decrease in the magnetization appears. At the
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Figure 1.4: Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) phenomenon and mea-
surable output (z-spectrum). a) The two-step CEST mechanism of selective satu-
ration of one pool (129Xe@host) and transfer of the saturation to the second pool
(129Xe@solution). b) A z-spectrum plot which shows the magnetization level (of the
129Xe@solution pool) against the saturation frequency. Sensing the host molecule is
enabled by the appearance of the peak at the saturation frequency f1.

frequency to the left (often refereed to as the water frequency for 1H and the solu-

tion pool frequency for 129Xe), a full saturation appears, and corresponds to direct

saturation of the detected magnetization (direct in the sense that no exchange and

saturation transfer are involved). At the frequency f1 (often refereed to as CEST

pool or 129Xe@host) a partial saturation appears, and corresponds to the CEST phe-

nomenon. The CEST saturation is usually incomplete since only nuclei that have

been inside the host during the saturation time are depolarized. CEST is an indirect

method as the saturation is done for nuclei inside the host but the detection is from

the nuclei when they are in the free Xe pool. Quantification of the CEST effect is

typically done by the difference between the signals at the CEST position (f1 fre-

quency at Fig. 1.4b) and at a position without magnetization decrease (off-resonance

position). The distance between the two peaks in the z-spectrum is known as the

chemical shift of the CEST pool. 129Xe has a relative large chemical shift range (host

dependent) which serves as an advantage of the HyperCEST method. When the

chemical shift is small, overlapping of the two peaks can interfere with a clear host
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detection.

Mathematical modeling of the magnetization under chemical exchange was sug-

gested by McConnell [8] as a modified version of the Bloch equations and therefore

they are known as the Bloch-McConnell (BMC) equations. BMC equations describe,

as the Bloch equations, the time evolution of the 3D magnetization. However, they

describe two magnetization pools instead of just one, with an ongoing spins exchange

between the two pools. Accordingly, two exchange rate constants (from one pool into

the second and vice versa) were introduced to the Bloch equations by McConnell.

The BMC equations are:
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(1.12)

A, B denote the free and caged 129Xe pools (or the abundant and diluted pools in the

case of 1H), respectively. kAB denotes the exchange rate constant (of spins) from pool

A to pool B and kBA from pool B to pool A. The saturation pulse is applied along the

x-axis with amplitude Bsat (ω1 = γBsat) and frequency offset ωsat. ∆ωA,B = ωsat−ωA,B

is the difference between the saturation pulse frequency and the Larmor frequency of

pools A and B.

Solution of Eq. 1.12 can be done numerically [9–11]. An analytical solution under
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certain assumtions was also suggested [12]. These solutions allow to extract additional

information from the z-spectrum (additional to the sensing of the host molecule), in

the form of the exchange rate constants and other exchange kinetics parameters (e.g.,

fraction of the occupied host molecule). Curve fitting of the BMC solutions (analyt-

ical or numerical) to the experimental z-spectra enables the extraction of the above

mentioned parameters. However, to obtain unambiguous results for all parameters

multiple z-spectra are required, e.g., with different saturation powers [13].

1.6 Objectives of this thesis

The acquisition of CEST data is done stepwise along the ωsat dimension and is there-

fore time consuming. Moreover, imaging is a spatially resolved technique that deploys

the available magnetization upon several locations within the field of view. Thus, it

often faces the challenge of low SNR despite hyperpolarization and requires additional

averaging which prolongs the CEST acquisition even more. Broader application of

HyperCEST adds another dimension of challenges that relate to the molecular as-

pects. Hosts that exchange Xe in a high rate or have other types of labile interactions

with xenon quickly dephase the spin ensemble and also decrease the SNR. Facing these

challenges then requires improved acquisition strategies that would allow to capture

high quality images and z-spectra while keeping the acquisition times reasonable and

practical. Accordingly, these are the thesis main objectives:

� Development of a method that allows fast spatial and spectral encoding in MRI

of spin-hyperpolarized 129Xe that goes through a reversible exchange with a

host molecule (HyperCEST MRI).

� Tests and applications of the developed method in systems that suffer from fast

decay of the magnetization due to enhanced spin-spin interactions (short T2

systems).

� Applying computational methods to the 129Xe MRI signal with the goal of

improving the SNR.
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2 Keyhole view sharing

The keyhole concept is an undersampling (or view sharing) approach [14, 15]. Such

approaches [16–21] have demonstrated reliable extraction of information from a fewer

number of sampled data points. Thus, they provide under certain circumstances an

acceleration in the acquisition time and support an optimization to the use of the

hyperpolarization. The latter is achieved by spreading the entire available magneti-

zation upon a fewer number of sampling points.

Applying undersampling methods is usually accompanied by error analysis that

provides an evaluation for the impact of omitting some of the data on the extracted

parameters, graphs and images. Error metrics comprise absolute and relative error

and they might need to be chosen wisely, in case they differ. Moreover, if the ex-

tracted graphs are based on averaged values (like from ROIs), the error term for

these averaged values doesn’t always coincide with the error terms of the individual

instances used for averaging. However, the latter does not reduce the reliability of

averaged values, if these are the ones with experimental importance.

Reliability tests therefore accompany the implementation of undersampling meth-

ods and check for capturing the desired features of the data under the chosen un-

dersampling strategy. In MRI, contrast is one of the important features of the

data [22–24] and its preservation while applying undersampling is desired. Con-

trast capturing in sub-sampled MRI can be challenging since contrast is a feature

of the image domain whereas sub-sampling is done in the Fourier domain (k-space).

Rules of thumbs acknowledge some connections between the Fourier and the image

domains. For example, low modes (of the Fourier domain) affect the coarse structure

or overall shape of the image and high modes affect the fine details and edges in the

image [25]. While theses rules of thumb provide some kind of general frame to de-

sign sub-sampling trajectories, it is still hard to predict a priori how a given k-space

trajectory would affect the resulted image and its features. Individual tests for MR

images are needed.

The keyhole approach concentrate on data sampling in the center of k-space (which

corresponds to the low modes of the two spatial directions of the Fourier domain).
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Figure 2.1: The keyhole domain. Experimental k-space data of size 64 × 64 pixels
was cropped for this illustration

In the following chapter, the keyhole approach is discussed for 1H and 129Xe MR

images. For each type of MRI, two methods of data completion, namely scaled

substitution and weighted substitution, were tested for three undersampling factors

and along dynamic contrast imaging series. The visual quality of the images was

inspected, an error analysis was performed and the z-spectra derived from the keyhole

reconstructed images were compared to the spectra derived from the fully-sampled

images. Finally, as part of discussing the results, the drawbacks of this approach

when it comes to xenon application with more noisy data are described and provide

a natural motivation to the later presented CAVKA method.

2.1 The keyhole method

This type of implementation to accelerate MRI acquisitions was first described by Hu

and Parrish [15]. It involves the acquisition of a fully sampled reference image and

a series of subsampled images where only a square in the center of k-space (referred

to as ”keyhole) is acquired. Missing data in the periphery of k-space is retrieved by

computations on the reference image. Following subsequence studies [14], two types

of computations are explored to generate the hybrid k-space:

1. Scaled substitution (SS).
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2. Weighted substitution (WS).

In SS, reconstruction of a full resolution (complex-valued) 2D k-space S(k1, k2) is

done according to:

S(k1, k2) =

{
Skey, ∀(k1, k2) ∈ keyhole

βSref , ∀(k1, k2) ∈ periphery
. (2.1)

Skey denotes the k-space of the keyhole image, Sref denotes the k-space data of an

unsaturated reference image, k1 and k2 are the two k-space coordinates and β is the

substitution factor defined as

β = max{|Skey|}/max{|Sref |}.

In WS, reconstruction is achieved according to:

S(k1, k2) =

{
Skey, ∀(k1, k2) ∈ keyhole

w1Sref + w2Ssaturated ref , ∀(k1, k2) ∈ periphery
. (2.2)

Here, k-space data of two reference images is needed: unsaturated and saturated (at

0 Hz saturation offset). w1 and w2 are weights (scalars) used to complete missing

data in the periphery and they are obtained by an optimization procedure (squared

error minimization) on the keyhole data:

w1, w2 = arg min
w1,w2

|| |S| − (w1|Sref |+ w2|Ssaturated ref |) ||22,

where || · ||2 is the ”l2- norm”.

2.2 Results and Discussion

The keyhole approach was first implemented for 1H and then for 129Xe as demon-

strated in the next sections.
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Figure 2.2: CEST contrast in double phantom experiment. Left: Applying saturation
pulse off-resonant results with full magnetization. Right: Applying saturation pulse
on-resonant with the frequency of 1H@heparin results with a decreased magnetization
in the inner compartment. Images are fully sampled (size of 128× 128).

2.2.1 1H implementation

Experiments were done in ”double phantom”: two NMR tubes of 5 and 10 mm that

are placed one inside the other. They form two separated compartments where two

different solutions are loaded .In this section a sample of heparin with concentration

of 250, 000 EIU was loaded in the inner compartment and water in the outer compart-

ment. Heparin belongs to the glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) family and can be used

as a CEST agent due to the exchanging protons at its hydroxyl groups. Scans were

done using a modified RARE sequence with a CEST preparation block. Matrix size

was 128 × 128. Saturation pulses of 5 s and 0.5 µT were applied with frequencies

of −1.87 ppm (−750 Hz) for the off-resonant case and 0.96 ppm (384.2 Hz) for the

on-resonant case. TE and TR were 7 ms and 15 s, respectively. The RARE factor

was 128. The repetition time here is the encoding time of one full image (unlike in the

FLASH sequence that will be used later and for the most part of this dissertation)

and its duration was set to be long enough to allow full recovery of the longitudinal

magnetization between sequential images.

To implement the keyhole method, fully sampled k-spaces were acquired and then

the keyhole domain was cut out of them. For the 1H MRI implementation, undersam-

pling was done only along the phase encoding direction since the motivation for using

the keyhole method was an acceleration of the acquisition-time. The phase encoding
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step is the slower step (relative to frequency encoding) and by reducing the number of

encoding steps a more meaningful acceleration could be achieved. The keyholes had

sizes of 128 × 32, 128 × 16, and 128 × 8 which correspond to undersampling factors

of R = 4, 8, and 16. The effect of undersampling on image reconstruction is shown

in Fig. 2.3.

When only using the keyhole without the periphery, information on edges gets

lost and this leads to a reduced sharpness of the image. This comes with a relative

minor decrease in the visual quality for R = 4. Whereas for R = 8 one can still

recognize each of the phantom compartments and the difference between their signal

intensities (contrast), for R = 16 that is no longer the case. In SS reconstructions, the

keyhole domain of each offset (on- and off- resonant) was then placed in the center of

a reference scan (with off-resonant saturation), followed by scaling of the periphery

of the reference scan according to Eq. 2.1. The results of this data composition are

also shown in Fig. 2.3. The method yields full resolution images (128× 128) without

the artefacts associated with undersampling. Importantly, the contrast between the

compartments in the on-resonant offset was preserved, although only the keyhole

domain contained this information and was integrated into a reference data that had

no such information. The preservation of image contrast using SS for the hybrid data

is in line with the known aspects of the Fourier transform: low frequency information

(located in the center of k-space) determines the corase featuers of the image while

high frequency information (located in the periphery of k-space) determines the fine

details. [25]

InWS reconstructions, keyholes from the two offsets (off-resonant and on 1H@heparin

resonant frequency) were represented a as a linear combination of the keyhole data

of two images: an off-resonant and a data set with on resonance saturation on water

(at 0 Hz), following Eq. 2.2. The weights in this representation were obtained by

using the function ”curve fit” of the ”optimization” module of the package ”scipy” in

Python 3.8. The same pulse sequence and acquisition parameters were used as for SS

reconstructions. WS reconstructions showed equal visual quality as SS reconstruc-

tions for the three undersampling factors (R = 4, 8, 16) and a quantified comparison

of the two methods will follow next.
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Figure 2.3: Undersampling and SS reconstruction of 1H images. Undersampled
images lose their sharpness as the undersampling factor increases (top to bottom
R = 4, 8, 16). SS reconstruction retrieves the sharpness and preserves the on-resonant
contrast (right column) between the phantom compartments.
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Figure 2.4: Error analysis of keyhole reconstructions. a) Relative error of SS/WS
from fully sampling. SS error (orange) is lower than WS error (green) at each offset
and they both peak at −0.11 ppm. b) Image comparison: fully-sampled, SS and WS
at the offset −0.11 ppm revels that the high error occurs at the offset with a strong
contrast between the compartments. Purple circle at the top image shows the ROI
used for the relative error average.

For comparing SS and WS reconstructions a full imaging series was acquired

comprised of 50 offsets between −1.87−1.87 ppm (−750−750 Hz) in 0.0765 ppm (30.6

Hz) steps with the same acquisition parameters as before. Undersampling factor R =

8 was chosen for this comparison according to a visual inspection of the reconstruction

quality for all images in the series, which showed that R = 16 might include too severe

artefacts relative to fully sampling for some of the offsets. In each SS/WS image the

relative error (percentage deviation) from the fully-sampled image at the same offset

was calculated pixel-wise. Next, a ROI was defined around the double phantom and

the average value of the relative errors (without considering their signs) from all the

pixels inside the ROI was calculated.

Fig. 2.4a shows these errors as a function of the offset. It focus on the ten central

offsets after observing that the error outside this frequencies range stays constant at

levels of 3% and 18% for SS and WS, respectively. For all offsets in Fig. 2.4, WS

shows higher error levels than SS. The highest error for both SS and WS occurs at
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−0.11 ppm. In order to explain the cause of the high error in this offset, the images

from each reconstruction method and the fully-sampled one are shown in Fig. 2.4b.

This figure revels that this offset has a very strong contrast between the compart-

ments which is characterized by complete saturation of the inner compartment and

depletion of more than half of the full magnetization in the outer one. This draws a

clear limitation on the accuracy of the keyhole reconstructions for this kind of strong

image contrast. However, for the rest of the offsets without such a strong contrast (

all but −0.11 and −0.19 ppm), including the 1H@heparin resonance frequency (0.96

ppm), the errors level are much lower and especially for SS are quite reasonable.

An alternative explanation for the high error between SS/WS and fully-sampled

at −0.11 ppm was suggested: the error is high for this offset since the complete

saturation in the inner compartment creates close-to-zero values such when a relative

error is calculated for them, it yields high errors. This argument in fact suggests

that it is not the geometry of the imaged object that affects the error levels rather

the metric of the error calculation. However changing the error metric to be absolute

(i.e., pixel-wise subtraction) indeed dismissed this argument by showing that an offset

with a strong contrast also had the highest absolute error.

At −0.04 ppm the second largest error for SS appears. This offset is the closet

to complete saturation (null signal) in this imaging series. The source of the error

in this offset is the use of an off-resonant (full magnetization) reference image to

reconstruct an image with complete saturation. As will be discussed later (in section

3.4.4), reconstructing strong contrast in a hybrid image, where the keyhole holds this

kind of contrast information but the reference image has no contrast at all, leads to

high errors.

Another important aspect of comparing SS andWS reconstructions is with regards

to their imaging-based z-spectra. These spectra are created by taking the averaged

signal value over a defined ROI in the image at each offset and plotting this signal

intensity against the frequency offset. The same imaging series that was used in

the previous section (error analysis of WS/SS) was also used here. However, for the

plotting of the z-spectra the full range of frequencies (50 offsets) was used.

Spectra were plotted from SS, WS and fully-sampled images for R = 4, 8, 16
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Figure 2.5: Z-spectra from keyhole reconstructions with different undersampling fac-
tors of: a) R = 4, b) R = 8 and c) R = 16. d) Zoom in on b, shows the signal
deviations between SS/WS (orange/green)) and fully sampled (blue) at −0.11 ppm.
A good agreement between the spectra is observed.
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and appear in Fig. 2.5. For R = 4 (Fig. 2.5a) the three spectra display complete

overlap, for R = 8 (Fig. 2.5b) a deviation appears at one offset of −0.11 ppm and for

R = 16 (Fig. 2.5c) deviations appear at two offsets of −0.11 and −0.19 ppm, with

a larger deviation at −0.11 ppm than with R = 8. For all undersampling factors,

the important (qualitative) information of the spectrum is retained: the direct water

saturation (at 0 ppm) and the CEST saturation (at 0.96 ppm), appeared to be in

a good agreement with fully sampling. However, quantitatively at −0.11 ppm and

R = 8 there are errors of 0.31% and 1.36% for SS and WS, respectively. This is shown

in Fig. 2.5d. Importantly, here one can see that although high (pixel-wise) averaged

error values for SS/WS were seen (Fig. 2.4), the error between the signal averages

of SS/WS and the signal average of fully sampled is actually much lower. This is

due to calculating the averaged errors with absolute values. However, by calculating

the signal averages first and then the error between them, positive and negative error

contributions cancel out each other and the error between the signal averages turns

out lower. This means that even if the keyhole-reconstructed imaging series shows

serious visual deviations from the conventional (fully-sampled) imaging series (this

is the case for R = 16), the two z-spectra are still in good agreement under these

experimental conditions.

2.2.2 129Xe implementation

Experiments were done in a double phantom with H2O in the outer compartment and

CrA (10 µM in H2O + 0.2% DMSO) in the inner compartment. Xenon imaging is lim-

ited in resolution relative to proton imaging mainly because of the lower spin density

and available magnetization. Typically, in our setup, the 129Xe isotope concentration

in water is ∼ 260 µM while 1H concentration in water is 110 M (4.3×105-fold higher).

This enables typical resolution of 32×32 in 129Xe images which in turn also limits the

undersampling factors. Fig. 2.6 shows undersampled images with resolutions 32×16,

32×8 and 32×4 that corresponds to undersampling factors R = 2, 4 and 8 along the

phase encoding direction. Setting the resolution to be under 16 (in phase encoding or

frequency direction) is restricted at the Bruker scanner. To achieve lower resolutions,

the ”interpolation” option (within the ”resolution” tab) was used. It is originally
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Figure 2.6: Undersampling and WS reconstruction of 129Xe images. Undersampled
images lose their sharpness as the undersampling factor increases (top to bottom
R = 2, 4, 8). WS reconstruction retrieves the sharpness and preserves the contrast
between the phantom compartments, however with reduced (visual) accuracy for
R = 8.
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designed to artificially increase the resolution by introducing lines of zeros after each

line of true signal sampling. However, the addition of empty lines is only done at the

stage of image reconstruction and the raw k-space data includes only the true signal

lines, which can be as low as 4.

Scans were done using a modified RARE sequence with a CEST preparation block.

To saturate the magnetization in the inner compartment, a RF pulse of 10 s and 6 µT

was applied on-resonant with the frequency of 129Xe@CrA of −132 ppm (14604 Hz).

WS-reconstructed images from the on- and off- resonant cases are shown in Fig. 2.6.

They were created using the same procedure described in the 1H implementation.

Notably, the phantom geometry is retrieved in WS images compared with the under-

sampled images. WS also preserves the contrast between the compartments, albeit

with some reduced quality for the maximal undersampling factor of R = 8. Additional

acquisition parameters are: TE = 10.7 ms and TR = 10.35 s for the fully-sampled

images, for the undersampled data (from all undersampling factors) TE = 10.5 ms

and TR = 10.18 s. The RARE factor was set to the number of phase encoding steps.

The gas mixture bubbled into the sample comprised 5% xenon (natural abundance

of 26.4% of the isotope 129Xe), 10% nitrogen and 85% helium. Bubbling time was 10

s, followed by a delay of 4 s to let bubbles to collapse.

SS reconstructions for the two offsets (off-resonant and on 129Xe@CrA resonant

frequency) were also created following Eq. 2.1. The same pulse sequence and acquisi-

tion parameters were used as for WS reconstructions. SS reconstructions showed equal

visual quality as WS reconstructions for the three undersampling factors (R = 2, 4, 8)

and a quantified comparison for the imaging-based z-spectra derived from SS/WW

images is discussed below.

Undersampling with 129Xe was done by acquiring images with a reduced number

of phase encoding steps, unlike in the 1H implementation where undersampled images

were cut out of the fully-sampled k-space followed by FT. In the 129Xe implementation,

by keeping the FOV equal in the reference and the keyhole images, the steps size in

k-space ∆k1, ∆k2 is also kept equal (FOV = 1/∆ki in each direction) and then

acquiring a reduced number of phase encoding in the keyhole images provides the

right range of low frequencies that will be complemented by the high frequencies
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Figure 2.7: Z-spectra from keyhole reconstructions with different undersampling fac-
tors of: a) R = 2, b) R = 4 and c) R = 8. d) Comparison of SS/WS (orange/green)
signal deviations from fully sampling at 0 ppm for the three undersampling factors
in a-c. A good agreement between the spectra is displayed.

from the reference images in the process of their merging. A comparison between

undersampled proton data that was acquired in the two ways (reduced number of

phase encoding steps and cutting out from fully-sampled) was done by calculating

the pixel-wise relative error in image space and k-space and showed a good agreement

between the two.

To compare the z-spectra derived from fully-sampled 129Xe images and from SS-

/WS- reconstructed images, an imaging series of 17 offsets between −168 − 24 ppm

(−18587−2655 Hz) in 12 ppm (1328 Hz) steps was acquired. This range is designed to

cover the the Xe@H2O (at 0 ppm) and Xe@CrA (at −132 ppm) resonance frequencies,

additional three offsets were acquired at the beginning of each spectrum and served

as dummy scans to stabilize the gas flow. The signal level at each offset is derived

from the images by taking the averaged pixel value over a defined ROI around the
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phantom (see Fig. 2.4).

Fig. 2.7 displays these spectra for undersampling factors R = 2, 4 and 8. A good

agreement between the shapes of the fully-sampled spectra (blue) and the SS/WS

spectra (orange/green) can be seen. This is consistent with the observation in Fig.

2.6 that SS/WS methods preserve the contrast and thus the two peaks at 0 and

−132 ppm appear in their spectra. Overlapping of the orange/green baselines in

between the two peaks with the blue baseline in each sub figure a-c are also quite

reasonable, considering that: i) 129Xe images are more noisy (relative to 1H) where

this noise generates a variation from image to image and ii) the signal level in 129Xe

images depends on the stability of the xenon delivery between the images. These

two aspects create the fluctuations that appear along the baseline. However, the

stability is reasonable considering that each spectrum (blue/orange/green) is based

on a separate image series which can be acquired on different days with different

performance level of the polarizer. The averaged errors (over each spectrum points)

of SS from fully-sampled are 2.2%, 3.4% and 4.2% and of WS from fully-sampled are

1.9%, 3% and 3.4% for the spectra appear in sub figures a,b and c, respectively. The

higher averaged error for both SS and WS with R = 8 is consistent with the visual

quality of their images appeared in Fig. 2.6.

In Fig. 2.7d, the signal level deviation between fully sampled and SS/WS at 0

ppm are shown. First, it is noticed that these deviations are larger than seen for 1H

(see Fig. 2.5). A reason for that is the lower SNR in 129Xe images, i.e., ∼ 10% of 1H,

the relative noisy images make the quantification of signal level (ROI analysis) less

robust. At 0 ppm the deviation of WS from fully sampled (green bars) is lower than

the deviation of SS from fully sampled (orange bars) for each tested undersampling

factor. This is because in WS data completion in the periphery is done from a linear

combination of the data with direct saturation (at 0 ppm) and without saturation (at

an off-resonant offset), thus it is expected that the WS reconstruction in these two

offsets to be quite accurate. However, in SS reconstruction the 0 ppm offset involves

data completion in the periphery from the off-resonant offset only, thus it has a larger

dissimilarity to the fully sampled data at this offset. To support this argument the

values assigned to the two weights in the WS reconstructions are listed in table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: WS weights at 0 ppm. w1 multiplies the data at the off-resonant saturation
frequency (without saturation) and w2 multiplies the data at the 0 ppm saturation
frequency (with direct saturation).

R w1 w2

2 0.02 0.731
4 0.091 0.577
8 0.035 0.706

The higher w2 value relative to w1 points that in the representation of information a

higher emphasis was given to the data from the direct saturation and that is for all

tested R values.

Finally, whereas WS deviations remains more or less the same for all tested un-

dersampling factors, Fig. 2.7d also illustrates the trend of increasing deviations of

SS as the undersampling factor increases. The explanation for this trend relates to

the larger size of the periphery domain for higher undersampling factors. This do-

main is multiplied by β which has a near zero value at 0 ppm (due to the direct

saturation), this means that as R increases, a larger proportion of k-space is assigned

to low values. The values in the periphery of k-space are associated with the image

noise levels [26]; the lower these values, the lower the image noise. Thus increasing

R leads to less noise in the SS images and since saturation of the signal is down to

the noise level, we get lower signal values for higher undersampling factors at 0 ppm

(and higher deviations from fully sampled). The deviations of SS/WS for the CEST

offset (−132 ppm) are minor with less than 5% for all tested R values.

1H and 129Xe keyhole experiments were done only as proof of concept since the

acceleration in acquisition time and the increase of signal that have been achieved were

minor. The main reasons for that are related to the pulse sequence used (RARE) and

to the pre-encoding steps of magnetization preparation involved in HP 129Xe imaging.

They will be described in more details in the next chapter. By combining the keyhole

approach with VFA excitation and with averaging (which will be termed CAVKA),

more substantial acceleration and signal increase will be provided.
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3 CAVKA- Combined approach of VFA, keyhole

and averaging

CAVKA is a novel method based on keyhole view sharing. It was tailored to provide

more substantial acceleration and signal amplification in HyperCEST acquisition than

the original keyhole approach. When implementing keyhole encoding, acquiring a sub

domain of k-space (the keyhole domain) with the RARE sequence doesn’t provide

meaningful signal amplification: in the RARE sequence, an initial 90◦ excitation

pulse is applied followed by a 180◦ refocusing pulse before the encoding of each echo

(line in k-space). The signal decay along the echos is a T2 decay and truncating the

number of echoes does not change the signal level in the first echoes regardless how

many echoes were truncated. However, the aim was to control the use of the available

magnetization to achieve higher signal level in the echoes, when fewer of them are

acquired. To that end, VFA was employed: it enables adjusting the signal level of

the echoes according to their total number and to achieve, among other advantages,

the desired aim. VFA was initially introduced [27] as a way to achieve equal levels of

magnetization along the echoes, and using it within CAVKA benefits also from this

feature.

As for the acceleration of the acquisition, the keyhole encoding does not change

that the slowest steps in HyperCEST imaging are the bubbling time of xenon into

the sample and the duration of the CEST saturation pulse. The keyhole-based reduc-

tion in the number of echoes does not provide meaningful time saving. The central

challenge is to achieve acceleration when the bubbling time is more or less fixed and

exist in every image acquisition. This is where selective averaging comes into play. It

involves the repeated acquisition of one element of the overall data set to form one

improved image. This averaged image and reuse of its raw data for retrieving the

peripheral k-space of a keyhole imaging series provides an acceleration relative to the

individual averaging of each image in the series. Incorporation of averaging into the

keyhole scheme makes the CAVKA method especially relevant for applications that

tackle high noise (or low SNR) while keeping the acquisition time reasonable.

Multiple-component methods have the advantage of tackling multiple issues, each
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being addressed by one component. However, while one component isolated from

the others shows a desired effect, its combination with the other components could

turn out harmonic or destructive. To assess the components joint effect, combina-

tions of applying the components to varying degrees can be tested. Usually each

component (method) has a parameter that can take several values, changing this

values for each component and constructing some of their combinations provides a

way to achieve the assessment of the components’ joint performance. Additionally, if

the method relays on well known theoretical concepts, experiments can be designed

to test these concepts. The challenge then is to find the appropriate experimental

variables to quantify the theoretical predictions. Some quantifications might not be

straightforwardly accessible, e.g., pixel-wise ratios under noise conditions.

For new methods that provide acceleration [16, 28, 29], not only the acceleration

factor itself is of interest but also the consistency of the data collected by using the new

methods when compared to the corresponding data from the conventional (slower)

method. To this end, some data comparisons of images are needed and accordingly

in an accelerated CEST acquisition the comparison between z-spectra derived from

such images is required. Acceleration-providing methods make some experiments

feasible that otherwise would take too long to be considered as practical. Another

advantage of the acceleration when performed with spatial encoding is the possibility

to collect the data from multiple samples (simultaneously) to make a study more

comprehensive, or to allow for comparative studies.

Consistency checks with experimental data can sometimes be limited. This is the

case when the experimental setup does not allow to test for certain features. High

resolution imaging and image contrast in small regions or within objects of complex

geometries are examples for such features. However, testing for the robustness of new

methods with the resoultions and geometries (or contrast patterns) that are not (yet)

feasible experimentally is important, and especially if the method might be applied

in other types of serial imaging beyond CEST [30–33]. Accordingly, simulation of

image data can come in handy and thus a digital phantom with a more complicated

geometry than our experimental phantom was also simulated. It enabled insights

into high resolution imaging and detailed investigations of the potential artefacts and
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errors in CAVKA images, as well as investigations of the noise patterns in the hybrid

CAVKA k-spaces. This might be of minor relevance in a clinical application.

3.1 Components of the CAVKA method

The CAVKA method is a novelty based on the keyhole scheme (with the scaled sub-

stitution compution) that involves pulse programming at the MRI scanner and post

acquisition computational steps. It is complemented by theoretical considerations.

The novel ideas that were introduced in CAVKA are: the use of an averaged refer-

ence image, enhancing the keyhole images by using VFA and careful evaluation of the

substitution factor. Both for the reference and the keyhole images, the flip angle for

each k-space line (denoted n) out of a total of N lines is adjusted according to the

VFA formula [27] to achieve N equal transverse magnetizations:

θVFA(n) = arctan

(
1√

N − n

)
, n = 1, 2, ...N. (3.1)

3.1.1 VFA aspects

Before the encoding of the first k-space line, the 3D magnetization vector M points

in the z-direction and has a magnitude M0. For the encoding of the first k-space line,

the vector is tilted by an angle θ (the flip angle) relative to the z-axis. Decomposition

of the vector into its longitudinal component (z-axis) and transverse component (in

the xy-plain) yields Mz = M0 cos(θ), Mxy = M0 sin(θ). This kind of tilting and

decomposing is valid for each of the sequential encoding of k-space lines with replacing

M0 with Mz of the previous excitation. The use of flip angels according to Eq.

3.1 delivers equal levels of transverse magnetization (Mxy) along N lines. Although

θVFA(n) is a monotonic increasing function of n, the longitudinal magnetization (Mz)

is used up from line to line and this combination yields the equal amounts of transverse

magnetization. θVFA(n) also has a monotonic decreasing dependency on N which

provides the optimized use of the available magnetization, i.e., reducing the number

of k-space lines leads to a higher transverse magnetization in each line, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.1. VFA excitation is also used in the acquisitions of the reference image,

yet for another reason than optimizing the use of the magnetization. In the reference
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Figure 3.1: Optimizing the use of the magnetization, principle demonstration. Left to
right: keyhole domains with size 24×24, 16×16 and 8×8 acquired with VFA excita-
tions. Higher signal level is encoded along the rows of smaller domains. Experimental
k-space data of 129Xe detection are displayed.

image, the use of VFA facilitates the scaling of the merged data (keyhole + reference)

according to an analytical derivation as will be explained later.

3.1.2 Averaging aspects

Whereas VFA amplifies the signal in the keyhole domain, averaging decreases the

noise in the reference image. This denoising effect is achieved due to the noise prop-

erties in MR images; it is random, additive, complex and in each of its real and

imaginary parts it is normally distributed with zero mean and constant standard de-

viation [34]. Taking the perspective that one image is one sample of signal with noise

and denoting the noise xi, i = 1, 2, ..., d (d is the image resolution), one can write

xi ∼ N (0, σ2), where σ2 is the noise variance (σ is the noise standard deviation). By

applying the basic properties of the variance, averaging of N samples (images) would

result with decreased noise variance as follows:

V ar

(
1

N

N∑
n=1

xi

)
=

1

N2
V ar

(
N∑

n=1

xi

)
=

1

N2

N∑
n=1

V ar(xi) =
1

N2
·Nσ2 =

σ2

N
(3.2)

This means that the noise variance is reduced by N and thus the noise level (standard

deviation), which is the square root of the variance, is reduced by
√
N in the averaged
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Figure 3.2: Averaging effect in MR imaging. Left to right: averaged images from 1,
4 and 9 acquisitions. Lower noise level is displayed when the averaging is done with
a higher number of replicates. 129Xe experimental imaging data.

image. This holds separately for the real and imaginary noise components. Image

data comprises the sum of signal and noise, by averaging multiple replicates of one

image, the signal value remains practically unchanged but the noise is reduced as

described. Fig. 3.2 demonstrates the effect of averaging in imaging.

3.1.3 Substitution factor aspects

Reconstruction of undersampled k-space within the CAVKA method follows the SS

computation (Eq. 2.1 in section 2.1), but β, the substitution factor, is calculated in

a novel way. The substitution factor scales signal intensities in the k-space periphery

to generate a smooth transition between the periphery and the keyhole domains. To

demonstrate the importance of the substitution factor, its impact on image recon-

struction is shown in Fig. 3.3. In the case of using VFA in the encoding of both

the reference and the keyhole images, β can be analytically derived. The transverse

magnetizationMxy in the n-th excitation depends on the amount of longitudinal mag-

netization Mz of the previous excitation n − 1 and on the flip angle. Thus, Mxy in

the n-th k-space lines is

Mxy(n) =Mz(n− 1) · sin (θVFA(n)) , n = 1, 2, ...N. (3.3)

Comparing the signal in the keyhole k-space lines with the signal in the reference
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k-space lines yields the general form of the substitution factor

β =
Mxy(n)key
Mxy(n)ref

(3.4)

Critically, VFA excitations make the transverse magnetization across the k-space lines

uniform. Therefore, we can compare the signal from a single arbitrary line in the key-

hole k-space to its corresponding line in the reference k-space. Choosing the first line

from both domains provides an elegant solution, since with substitution of n ̸= 1

the terms would not simplify as conveniently as follows. The end result is, nonethe-

less, valid in general since the transverse magnetization remains constant for all lines

within each data set and can be taken from the respective first line n = 1. The

phase encoding applied in either the fully sampled reference data or the sub-sampled

keyhole causes different segmentation of the overall available magnetization but the

suggested analytical scaling does not change. The phase encoding rather just scales

the line-wise signal magnitude. Let R be the undersampling factor, substituting Eq.

3.1 and Eq. 3.3 into Eq. 3.4:

β =
Mxy(n)key
Mxy(n)ref

=
(Mz(n− 1) · sin (θVFA(n)))key
(Mz(n− 1) · sin (θVFA(n)))ref

=
Mz(n− 1)key
Mz(n− 1)ref

·
sin

(
arctan

(
1√

N/R− n

))

sin

(
arctan

(
1√

N − n

))

=
Mz(n− 1)key
Mz(n− 1)ref

·

1√
N/R− n+ 1

1√
N − n+ 1

n=1
=

M0

M0

·
√
N√
N/R

=
√
R

(3.5)

In this derivation, the identity sin (arctan (1/
√
x)) = 1/

√
x+ 1 was used and the

initial longitudinal magnetization is M0.
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Figure 3.3: Importance of the substitution factor. Left to right: analytically derived
value (β =

√
2), overestimated value (β =

√
20) and underestimated value (β =

√
0.2)

in k-space (top row) and image space (bottom row). An overestimated value leads
to a noisy image and an underestimated value leads to blurring. Experimental 129Xe
data with keyhole size of 16× 16 (R = 2) and reference image size of 32× 32.

3.1.4 Assembling the required steps for CAVKA

The implementation of the CAVKA method involves the following steps:

1. Acquisition of a fully sampled averaging series with unperturbed starting mag-

netization and with VFA.

2. Averaging (computationally) the multiple replicates to form one averaged ref-

erence image.

3. Acquisition of an undersampled (keyhole) CEST imaging series that benefits

from higher starting magnetization by the use of VFA.

4. Merging (computationally) the keyhole series with the (peripheral) data of the
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the CAVKA method. 1) Acquisition of fully sampled
averaging replicates using adapted VFA. 2) One averaged reference data is formed by
(complex-valued) averaging of the replicates from the previous step. 3) Acquisition
of an undersampled (keyhole) imaging series using adapted VFA. 4) Hybrid k-spaces
are created by merging the keyhole series with the averaged reference data. 5) Scaling
of hybrid k-spaces according to Eq. 3.1. 6) Final CAVKA images are obtained by
Fourier transforming the k-space data; the Shepp-Logan virtual phantom [35] was
used for illustration.

averaged reference image.

5. Scaling the hybrid k-space according to the analytically derived substitution

factor.

6. Image reconstruction of the hybrid k-space data by applying the discrete Fourier

transform.

Fig. 3.4 displays a flowchart of all the above steps of the CAVKA method. Through-

out this thesis, squared keyhole regions are acquired as stripes with N frequency and

N/R phase encoding steps (R ≥ 1 is the undersampling factor). After the acquisi-

tion, the stripes are trimmed into squares of the desired size of N/R × N/R. This

procedure simplifies the acquisition and eliminates several potential sources of errors

as explained in more detail in the discussion section.
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3.2 Acceleration and xenon saving provided by CAVKA

Xenon MR imaging includes the steps of xenon gas delivery which is typically 10−15

s and allowing the bubbles to collapse which is typically ≤ 5 s. The combined delivery

time tdel limits the acceleration factor of the CAVKA acquisition to be approximated

as Nω · NA/ (Nω +NA) (see derivation in section 3.2.1). However, for other ap-

plications, where the acquisition time is equal to the total encoding time, i.e., the

acquisition time is the multiplication of TR (the repetition time between two phase

encoding steps) with the number of phase encodes and with the number of images

and/or averages, a higher acceleration factor can be achieved. This factor is given by

Nω ·R ·NA/ (Nω +R ·NA) (see derivation in section 3.2.3). The formulas are based

on a constant TR for all images. tsat is the duration of the saturation pulse (part of

the CEST preparation block) and is typically on the order of tdel. The derivation in

this case is as follows:

3.2.1 Acceleration factor for HyperCEST

The acquisition time of a fully sampled and averaged imaging series is given by

tfully sampled and averaged = (tdel + tsat +NPE · TR) ·NA ·Nω.

NPE is the number of phase encoding steps, NA is the number of averages and Nω

is the number of saturation frequency offsets. In CAVKA, one fully sampled and

averaged reference image and Nω keyhole images (without averages) are acquired.

Thus, the total time is given by:

tCAVKA = (tdel + tsat +NPE · TR) ·NA+ (tdel + tsat +NPE/R · TR) ·Nω.

The acceleration factor is given by the ratio of both acquisition times:

tfully sampled and averaged

tCAVKA

=

(tdel + tsat +NPE · TR) ·NA ·Nω

(tdel + tsat +NPE · TR) ·NA+ (tdel + tsat +NPE/R · TR) ·Nω

TR≪tdel=
(tdel + tsat) ·NA ·Nω

(tdel + tsat) ·NA+ (tdel + tsat) ·Nω

=
NA ·Nω

NA+Nω

.

(3.6)
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Figure 3.5: HyperCEST acceleration by CAVKA. Dependencies on the number of av-
erages (of the reference image) and the number of offsets (images) in the HyperCEST
spectrum are shown.

The overall behavior of the acceleration factor as a function of the number of averages

of the reference image and the extent of the imaging series is shown in Fig. 3.5.

3.2.2 Xenon deliveries saving

The number of xenon deliveries for a fully sampled and averaged series is NA · Nω.

In CAVKA, however, we acquire one fully sampled and averaged reference image and

Nω keyhole images. The number of deliveries is therefore NA+Nω. The saving factor

regarding the gas deliveries is given by the ratio of the number of deliveries:

NA ·Nω

NA+Nω

.
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3.2.3 Acceleration factor for other types of imaging series

For generality, we assume an application without a pre-readout preparation block.

The calculation remains the same as for HyperCEST but tdel and tsat can be omitted

(no delivery and no saturation times):

tfully sampled and averaged

tCAVKA

=
NPE · TR ·NA ·Nω

NPE · TR ·NA+NPE/R · TR ·Nω

=
NA ·Nω ·R
R ·NA+Nω

.

Applying CAVKA to acquire an imaging series with, for example, 35 offsets would

result in acceleration factor of ca. 17, instead of just ∼ 7 in HyperCEST.

3.3 CAVKA simulations in digital phantom

To investigate potential artefacts and errors in CAVKA images, a simulated image

data set was created. A z-spectrum imaging series can be simulated by assiging

magnetization values pixel-wise from the numerical solution of the Bloch-McConnell

(BMC) equations [8]. BMC equations solver was already used extensively within

our group as part of the qHyperCEST framework [9], however the implementation

for the solver used to simulate CAVKA images can be found in [36]. The BMC

equations describe the time evolution of the macroscopic magnetization in the case of

two (or more) magnetization pools that are under spin exchange (see section 1.5). For

example, one spin pool represents 129Xe@H2O (solution pool or bulk pool), the second

pool represents 129Xe@host (CEST pool or dilute pool). The set of parameters which

is part of the BMC equations and their values within this work are given in Table

1. Solution of the BMC equations for t ≤ tsat and for a given saturation offset yields

an FID which after Fourier transformation yields a Lorentzian line shape. Plotting

the line intensity versus the saturation offset yields for each saturation response an

exponential Lorentzian function with a width Γ around a center x0. This is defined as

e−L(Γ,x0). Solving the BMC equations for each offset in the z-spectrum provides the

simulated signal values in the imaging series (that follows the saturation frequency

dimension). By defining multiple domains within one image (inspired by the Shepp-

Logan virtual phantom [35]) that correspond to different parameter values, different
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Table 3.1: Parameter values used in BMC equations.

Parameter Value Remarks
B0 9.4 T
B1 5 µT
tsat 20 s

shape ’CW’ (continuous wave) shape of saturation pulse
T1 2 s in bulk and dilute pools
T2 0.2/0.15 s in bulk/dilute pool

bulk pool fractional size 0.8/0.9/1 in three compartments
dilute pool fractional size 0.1/0.4/0.5 % in three compartments

exchange rate 500 Hz
number of pools 2
number of offsets 41 ca. 120 ppm spectral width

on-resonant frequency 120/0 ppm in dilute/bulk pool

z-spectra are calculated for each of the domains. Thus, a contrast pattern can be

designed within the image and can be studied under the CAVKA image acquisition

and reconstruction approach. Fig. 3.6 displays the digital phantom.

To simulate averaging in the digital phantom, one needs to consider the noise

properties under the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). DFT increases the noise level

(standard deviation) by
√
n, n- image resolution (no. of frequncy encoding steps

multiplied by the no. of phase encoding steps) [37], but DFT also includes a normal-

ization factor in the form of multiplication by 1/n. Depending on the direction of the

DFT (forward or inverse) in which the normalization factor is applied, the noise level

might be reduced by
√
n. In the Python package NumPy, the normalization factor is

applied in the inverse DFT, meaning that the forward transform (k-space to image

space) increases the noise level and the inverse transform decreases the noise level,

either way by a factor of
√
n. In order to avoid affecting the noise level unevenly by

applying DFT (or inverse DFT) to images of different resolutions, we start the noise

processing in image space and end it in image space, this way the forward and inverse

transformations are both applied and the division/multiplication by
√
n according to

the image resolution is canceled out. Fig. 3.7 displays the noise distribution of one

image after applying the inverse DFT. Noise was generated in a three-step process.
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Figure 3.6: The digital phantom image of full resolution (size 256×256). Image space
and k-space view (top and bottom rows) of the simulated magnetization based on the
BMC equations in the first offset of the imaging series (at 110 ppm). The corruption
of noise is shown (right vs. left columns), when the noise level (standard deviation)
is 2/3 and signal range is 0 − 1. The phantom comprises four compartments with
different magnetization levels.
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Figure 3.7: Noise distribution in one image after inverse FT (in k-space). In each
noise component for real/imaginary signal the standard deviation is 0.0018 which is a
reduction by 256 (image resolution 256 × 256) from the expected standard deviation

(of
√
(2/3)2 /2) according to noise level (of 2/3) added in image space.

In the first step, normally distributed real-valued noise with zero mean and standard

deviation of 2/3 was added to a noise-free image. This is repeated to obtain a stack

of 500 different noise-carrying images that are afterwards transformed to (complex)

k-space. In a second step, a subtraction of the non-noisy data from each element of

the noisy data stack yields an isolated noise data stack (500 elements) in k-space. In

the third step, the average of randomly selected and complex-valued sets from the

noise data stack was added to the noise-free data to create a k-space stack with a pre-

selected number of (noise) averages (up to 49). Averaged images were then created

by simply Fourier transforming the averaged k-space stack.

To simulate the VFA effect in the digital phantom, Eq. 3.5 turned out to be very

helpful. It is clear from the VFA term (Eq. 3.1) that reducing the resolution of the

keyhole images (thus reducing N) increases their signal, yet instead of applying Eq.

3.1 to simulate the resulted signal increase for each keyhole size, Eq. 3.5 tells us that

the signal increase is
√
R (R- undersampling factor) relative to a given full-resolution

image. Thus, we can cutout the desired keyhole size from the full resolution data and

simply multiply it by
√
R to simulate the VFA signal amplification.
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3.4 Results and discussion

In the following subsections, all results are from double phantom experiments, which

contained, unless stated otherwise, H2O in the outer compartment and CrA (10µM

in water + 0.2% DMSO) in the inner compartment. Scans were performed using a

modified 2D FLASH sequence; that included a preceding CEST preparation block and

a VFA scheme for the excitation pulses. 129Xe imaging parameters were: TE = 5.6

ms, TR = 12.2 ms, FOV = 10 × 10 mm2, slice thickness = 20 mm, BW = 4 kHz,

encoding order = ”centric”, matrix(image resolution) = 32×32 . Smaller matrix sizes

for keyhole acquisitions were realized by changing the phase encoding interpolation

parameter between 1 (matrix = 32×32) and 8 (matrix = 32×4). This parameter has

the same meaning as R and appears in the nomenclature of CAVKA reconstructions,

e.g., CAVKA-4 for an undersampling factor of 4. Averaging was done separately

(outside ParaVision) on complex-valued raw data in Python. Xenon was 5% of the

gas mixture (with 85% helium and 10% nitrogen) delivered to the sample. Bubbling

was performed for 15 s and additional 3 s were added afterwards allowing potentially

generated gas bubbles to collapse.

3.4.1 Experimental support to the analytically derived substitution fac-
tor

To validate the formula for the substitution factor (Eq. 3.5), we compared the calcu-

lated values with experimentally determined ones. The histograms in Fig. 3.8 show

the pixel-wise ratios between signal intensities in the keyhole k-spaces and signal

intensities in the equivalent areas in the reference k-spaces for six different under-

sampling factors between R = 1.33 (Fig. 3.8A) and R = 8 (Fig. 3.8F). Due to the

decreasing number of pixels for increasing undersampling factors, the total number

of counts varies between 576 (Fig. 3.8A) and 16 (Fig. 3.8F). Further, the different

levels of transverse magnetization for different undersampling factors lead to a shift

of the mode of the histograms towards higher values for higher undersampling fac-

tors. This shift clearly follows the prediction according to Eq. 3.5. The analytically

derived substitution factors for all investigated R values (dashed orange lines in Fig.

3.8A-F) fit the mode of the histograms and thus the experimentally observed values
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Figure 3.8: Experimental validation of the analytically derived substitution factor β.
The histograms show the distribution of the pixel-wise ratios between signal intensities
in the keyhole k-space pixels and the signal intensities in the corresponding reference
k-space pixels. The dashed orange lines illustrate the analytically derived values
according to Eq. 3.5. For all investigated undersampling factors between R = 1.33
(A) and R = 8 (F), the modes of the histograms match the theoretically predicted
values.

very well. The choice of the correct substitution factor minimizes distortions in the

reconstructed images that result from discontinuity in the signal intensity profiles of

hybrid k-spaces. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates the effect of such discontinuities. Whereas

overestimated β values lead to higher periphery values and thus to very noisy images

(Fig. 3.3 middle), underestimated β values lead to high frequencies (in the periphery

of k-space) with lower amplitudes and therefore to blurring (Fig. 3.3, right). This

blurring due to underestimated β values is comparable to the effect of zero-filling.

3.4.2 Impact of keyhole size and number of averages on SNR

To study the SNR increase which is provided by CAVKA, we independently investi-

gated the effect of the keyhole size on signal intensity (Fig. 3.9A) and the effect of
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the number of averages on SNR (Fig. 3.9B), as well as the combined effect of both

components (Fig. 3.9C). SNR is calculated as the mean of the signal ROI over the

standard deviation of a comparative noise ROI of 49 pixels (∼ 5% of total numbers

of pixels) located in the top left corner of every image (see in Fig. 3.9C). All data

shown in Fig. 3.9A were acquired without averaging. Following the calculations in

Eq. 3.5, the signal intensity shows a square root dependency on the undersampling

factor (shown by the linear graph with a slope of 0.5 in a log-log plot, Fig. 3.9A).

Fig. 3.9B shows the general effect of averaging on SNR for acquisitions without using

the keyhole approach. Following Eq. 3.2, the expected square root dependency of

the SNR on the number of averages is observed. Finally, Fig. 3.9C shows the com-

bined effect of averaging the reference image (and thus the k-space periphery) and

enhancing the signal intensity in the keyhole region (due to the VFA approach). The

plot shows the SNR as a function of the number of averages of the reference image

for three different undersampling factors of R = 1.33 (green), R = 2 (orange) and

R = 4 (blue). In addition, the linear fit from Fig. 3.9B is included (dashed gray line)

to show the theoretical SNR values when both, the periphery and the keyhole region,

were averaged (at the cost of longer acquisition time). Importantly, for the investi-

gated range, the SNR of the CAVKA method increases with increasing undersampling

factors and almost reaches the level of the dashed reference line for CAVKA-4. In

addition, for a fixed undersampling factor (e.g., blue data for CAVKA-4 in Fig. 3.9C),

the SNR increases with increasing numbers of averages of the reference image. This

effect is more dominant for higher undersampling factors (and thus smaller keyhole

sizes) because larger fractions of the k-space data benefit from averaging the reference

image. A possible limiting factor for the undersampling factor/keyhole size could be

the capturing of dynamic changes in detailed (small) features of the image or along

sharp edges. In our experiments, dynamic CEST contrast between the two compart-

ments of the phantom was still captured using a 8 × 8 keyhole size (R = 4). This

matter was also investigated in a four-compartment digital phantom that has a more

complex geometry than the two-compartment phantom, see section 3.4.4.
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Figure 3.9: Signal and SNR dependencies in the CAVKA method. A) Signal intensity
in non-averaged hybrid image vs. undersampling factor (error bars too small to be
displayed). B) SNR in fully sampled images vs. number of averages. C) SNR in
hybrid images with different combinations of undersampling factors (R = 1.33, 2 and
4) and number of averages of the reference image. All data points represent the mean
±1 standard deviation of 10 independent measurements. The inlay shows the signal
and noise ROIs used to calculate SNR and signal intensity.
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3.4.3 Acceleration in acquisition time by the CAVKA method

In this CEST acquisition, (RF) saturation pulse of 10 s and 15 µT was used. Satu-

ration was applied at 35 offsets (−149, −144, −139, −138, −137, −136, −135, −134,

−133, −132, −131, −130, −129, −128, −127, −126, −125, −120, −115, −90, −45,

−12, −9, −6, −3, −1.5, 0, 1.5, 3, 6, 9 and 12 ppm) relative to xenon in water.

Additional three offsets were used as dummies at the beginning of each spectrum to

stabilize the gas delivery. Fig. 3.10 shows the z-spectra from a data set acquired using

CAVKA-4 with 9 averages of the reference image (blue) compared to a fully sampled

and 9-times averaged data set (orange). The inlay visualizes the corresponding ac-

quisition times of 21 min and 149 min for the CAVKA-4 and the fully sampled and

averaged acquisition, respectively. The nature of hyperpolarized nuclei demands their

re-delivery for each image in the series and therefore not only for the different offsets,

but also for each averaging replicate acquisition. This is due to the fact that the

non-equilibrium magnetization is used up after each acquisition. Consequently, the

CAVKA approach of acquiring one averaged reference image and (partially) reusing

it for the entire image series reduces the number of gas deliveries from 315 to 44

and thus the acquisition time by ∼ 86%. The z-spectra in Fig. 3.10 show excellent

agreement between conventional (fully sampled and averaged) and CAVKA-based

acquisitions and thus demonstrate the potential of the proposed CAVKA method to

accelerate the acquisition of imaging series (like in CEST MRI) without sacrificing

image or data quality.

The reduction of the image acquisition time by CAVKA relative to conventional

acquisition with signal averaging was calculated (see section 3.2) as NA ·Nω ·R/(R ·
NA+Nω). This acceleration depends on three variables: Nω - the series length, NA

- the number of averages and R - the undersampling factor. This term holds for ac-

quisitions which include a magnetization encoding block only. When a magnetization

preparation block is also a part of the acquisition (e.g., CEST), or when hyperpolar-

ized nuclei are delivered with a certain delivery time, or when both are included (e.g.,

HyperCEST) the acceleration term reduces to NA ·Nω/(NA+Nω) . In this case, the

R dependency becomes negligible because TR is much shorter than the delivery time
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and/or the preparation time. These slow steps before the encoding of each averaging

acquisition (for each image in the series), make the number of averages and the length

of the image series the dominant terms for the acceleration factor.

This acceleration capability addresses the unfavorable combination of time-consu-

ming steps that is beyond the scope of other undersampling approaches such as com-

pressed sensing [16], deep learning [28] and parallel imaging [29]. These assume the

phase encoding steps to be the most time-consuming element and target on reducing

their number by subsampling. However, a reduced number of phase encodes would

not lead to a meaningful acceleration when a fixed time of HP media delivery and/or

magnetization preparation is needed before the readout. When time-consuming pre-

encoding steps are needed in each averaging acquisition, only a reduction of averaging

steps by reusing a reference image to share data along the imaging series dimension

provides the desired acceleration. Similarly to the imaging methods of parallel imag-

ing, CAVKA is a technique that can be used to process undersampled data from

different types of pulse sequences. However, the two methods pursue different accel-

eration approaches and differ by the hardware requirements, namely the multichannel

receiver array that is needed in parallel imaging. Other keyhole works have recently

been published [38,39]. They show the relevance of the keyhole method in relatively

new applications.
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Figure 3.10: HyperCEST z-spectra of CrA acquired by CAVKA-4 method and by
conventional imaging with averaging. Data points represent ROI-averaged and nor-
malized signal intensities. The almost complete overlap of the spectra shows the
reliability of the CAVKA method and yet with a 7-fold reduction of the acquisition
time.

3.4.4 CAVKA simulations for identifying limitations

The utilized digital phantom (size 256 × 256) comprises four compartments. Signal

intensities of a z-spectrum were assigned to each pixel in the different compartments.

These z-spectra (41 offsets between 100 ppm and 140 ppm) are based on numerical

simulations following the Bloch-McConnell (BMC) equations for two pools (bulk and

CEST). The outer compartment (Comp. 1) remains constant (non-CEST responsive)

and the other compartments were carefully designed to provide different combinations

of on-resonant and off-resonant contrast: compartments 2 and 3 have the same on-

resonant contrast (response at 120 ppm saturation offset), but unlike compartment

2, compartment 3 does not have off-resonant contrast (RF saturation at the offsets

100/140 ppm) at all. Compartment 4 has an on- and off-resonant contrast, however,

both are lower compared to compartment 2. These differences in on- and off- resonant

contrasts were chosen to test the performance of CAVKA under different scenarios
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and were realized by adjusting the relative pool size fractions of the CEST pool to

0.4%, 0.5% and 0.1% for compartments 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Additionally, the

corresponding pool sizes of the bulk pool were set to 0.8, 1 and 0.9 (the sum of both

pools does not have to be 1). Other simulation parameters appeared in Table 3.1.

CAVKA images were reconstructed for undersampling factors R = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,

and 64. For the reference image, 16 averages were used. The averaging was mimicked

in a three-step process (as explained in section 3.3) to respect the different noise

conditions between the keyhole and the periphery. Keyholes were created using the

fully-sized k-space, which was multiplied by
√
R according to Eq. 3.5 to simulate the

VFA signal enhancement, followed by the addition of noise and finally cutting out the

center according to the value of R. The order of operations here is important, noise

must be added only after multiplication by R to avoid amplification of the noise since

only the signal is amplified in real acquisition with VFA while the noise has roughly

a constant value. Hybrid k-space data were constructed in the same way as with the

experimental data.

The keyhole method is prone to loss of image details when excessive undersampling

is applied. The influence of reusing high frequency information from the reference

image in order to retrieve missing data in a dynamic contrast imaging series was thus

investigated for a Shepp-Logan style phantom that has a more complex geometry

than the two-compartment phantom. Fig. 3.11 compares between a CAVKA-16

image (created with a reference image of 16 averages) and a fully sampled image

simulated to be acquired with the same number of averages. R = 16 is a more extreme

application of the method than in our experimental data to validate the robustness

of CAVKA. This comparison is done for the off-resonant and on-resonant (120 ppm)

cases. Whereas the off-resonant CAVKA image shows no artefacts at all (Fig. 3.11

bottom left), the on-resonant one exhibits artefacts in the form of blurred edges of

the inner compartments (Fig. 3.11 bottom right). These kind of artefacts in the

vicinity of edges are associated with inaccuracies in the high frequency information of

the frequency domain (before the Fourier transformation) and are known to appear

from other works in the field of image compression [40,41].

To investigate these artefacts as a function of the undersampling factor, error maps
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Figure 3.11: CAVKA reconstructions in digital phantom. Off- and on-resonant CEST
images illustrating artefacts in CAVKA images. Off-resonant images retain sharp
edges, on-resonant images experience blurring for the edges of the CEST-responsive
areas. CAVKA images were created with a reference image of 16 averages and were
normalized (divided by

√
R) to allow comparison to the fully-sampled images.

for undersampling factors between 2 and 64 were calculated. These maps, presented

in Fig. 3.12, show the pixel-wise deviations of the on-resonant CAVKA images from

the simulated BMC-based images without noise. As expected, the errors increase

with increasing undersampling factors and are most pronounced for compartment 3,

which does not have any off-resonance contrast and is thus the most challenging one

for the CAVKA method. However, up to an undersampling factor of 16, the errors are

restricted to the edges of the compartments. For higher R-values, distortions start to

appear and the errors are not limited to the edges of the compartments anymore. The

overall increased errors in the CAVKA-2 error map are the result of high noise values

in the relatively large (non-averaged) keyhole region when a small undersampling

factor is chosen.

The influence of these distortions was further investigated on ROI-based z-spectra

for R = 16 and 16 averages of the reference image. Fig. 3.13 shows the ROI-

averaged z-spectra of compartments 2 (blue), 3 (orange) and 4 (green). The dashed
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Figure 3.12: Error maps for CAVKA images with undersampling factors 2− 64. The
error maps were calculated by subtracting CAVKA images from noise-free BMC-
based images followed by normalization (division by

√
R). Up till R = 16 errors are

restricted to the edges of the compartments.

lines correspond to the CAVKA data, the solid lines to the simulated BMC data

and the dashed-dotted lines to their difference. Despite including pixels close to the

compartments edges (ROIs were identical to the compartments shapes), differences

in the spectra occur only at the on-resonant frequency. In agreement with the error

maps shown in Fig. 3.12, the largest deviations are observed for compartment 3.

The geometry of the digital phantom was chosen to be more complex than the

experimental phantom. The limit for the keyhole size fur such synthetic data was

found to be around 16×16. However, this corresponds to an undersampling factor of

R = 16 and shows that the maximal achievable undersampling factor highly depends

on the geometry of the measured object and the matrix size of the reference image. In

general, objects with complex geometry or contrast pattern demand for larger keyhole

matrix sizes. Furthermore, the simulations revealed that the difference in contrast

between the reference image and the keyhole image is a crucial point for the CAVKA

approach that should be considered when adjusting the undersampling factor for a

specific scenario.
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Figure 3.13: CEST compartments and CEST spectra derived from the respective
ROIs in the CAVKA-16-reconstructed images (using 16 averages for the reference
image) and from BMC-simulated reference spectra.

Simulation also allowed to have a comparative view on CAVKA hybrid k-spaces

that are created from different combinations of keyhole sizes and number of averages

for the reference image. Fig. 3.14 presents a comparison between sixteen hybrid

k-spaces formed by combining four keyhole sizes correspond to R = 1, 2, 4 and

8 (when the fully sampled image has a resolution of 256 × 256) and four averaged

reference images made from averaging 1, 2, 4 and 8 replicates of the reference image.

In the hybrid k-space that merges a keyhole domain with R = 2 (size 128 × 128)

and a reference image of 1 average (non-averaged), which appears in the top row and

the second column, the keyhole domain can be distinct from the the periphery by

showing a relative low noise level. The noise added to the keyholes and reference

images had the same standard deviation, however, the scaling of the reference image

in the form of multiplying it by
√
2 leads to an increase of the noise level (as a side

effect to the increase of the signal level which is the purpose of this scaling). We can

thus see a somewhat noisier periphery in the hybrid data. Staying with the same

undersampling factor and moving down along the second column to the third row,
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Figure 3.14: CAVKA hybrid k-spaces. When undersampling factors exceed the num-
ber of averages (above the diagonal) the noise level in the periphery is higher than
in the keyhole. When undersampling factors are lower than the number of averages
(below the diagonal) the noise level in the periphery is lower than in the keyhole.
Color maps were set with an upper limit that is 2% of the maximal pixel value in
each sub-figure to allow a view on both the keyhole and periphery domains.
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where the reference image had 4 averages, we can still identify the keyhole domain but

this time it has a higher noise level relative to the periphery. As before, the reference

image was multiplied by
√
2, however, the noise level in this reference image had been

already reduced by a factor of
√
4 due to averaging of 4 replicates. The combined

effect (averaging and scaling) yields a reduction by
√
2 in the noise level. In the first

case, the undersampling factor (2) was higher than the number of averages (1) and

then the periphery was noisier compared with the keyhole domain. In the second case,

the undersampling factor (2) was lower than the number of averages (4) and then the

periphery showed a reduced noise level compared with the keyhole domain. This

insight holds for other combinations of keyhole sizes and number of averages which

appear in Fig. 3.14, yet for the most right column (CAVKA-8) the keyhole domain is

too small to be seen clearly. Along the diagonal in Fig. 3.14 appear hybrid k-spaces

where the undersampling factors equal the number of averages. In this case the

noise level in the keyhole domain and the periphery is the same (the keyhole domain

cannot be distinct). Along the diagonal and below it (where the number of averages

exceed the undersampling factors) image reconstructions would have reduced noise

level and thus better image quality and are the preferred combinations when using

the CAVKA method. However, choosing the number of averages for experimental

applications should be adjusted to have a sufficient image quality while still keeping

the acquisition time reasonable.

Analysis of the error in CAVKA images when changing not only the undersam-

pling factor (as in Fig. 3.12) but also the number of averages of the reference image is

too complicated to be done by comparison of images. To allow this kind of analysis,

one number is extracted from each image to describe the error which is the mean ab-

solute error (MAE). It is calculated by the absolute value of pixel-wise subtractions

(magnitude values) of a CAVKA image from the fully-sampled image with the match-

ing number of averages and followed by averaging of all pixel values. This is done
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separately for on- and off-resonant offsets. The exact term of the MAE parameter:

MAEoff =
1

d

d∑
n=1

||Ioff(n)| − |Ioff0 (n)||

MAEon =
1

d

d∑
n=1

||Ion(n)| − |Ion0 (n)||

(3.7)

Ioff(n) is an off-resonant CAVKA image and Ioff0 (n) is fully-sampled (conventional)

off-resonant image with the matching number of averages (which is also the reference

image). n is the pixel index, n = 1, 2, ..., d , d = 256×256 is the image resolution. Ion

and Ion0 are the on-resonant CAVKA and fully-sampled images, respectively. MAE is

calculated for different combinations of number of averages (N) and undersampling

factors (R), by repeating the calculation in Eq. 3.7 for CAVKA images I(R,N), R ∈
{2, 4, 8, 16}, N ∈ {1, 4, 8, 16} (in words, CAVKA images which composed from a

reference image with N averages and a keyhole size that corresponds to R) and for

reference images I0(N). CAVKA images possess an intrinsic signal increase when

compared with the reference (conventional) image. This makes the calculation of a

relative error (percentage deviation), like the one done in section 2.2.1, inaccurate.

In order to omit the contribution of the signal increase from the error value, all

images are normalized to have a maximal signal value of 1 (by dividing each image

by its maximal pixel value) before they are used for the MAE calculation. MAE

uses absolute values of the pixel-wise errors which prevents reducing the accumulated

error due to a change of the error sign (positive/negative) upon averaging. Fig. 3.15

provides the analysis results.

Plotting the MAE vs. the undersampling factor for different number of averages of

the reference image and only for the off-resonant offset (Fig. 3.15a) shows that the

MAE decreases as R increases for all number of averages used. This reduction in

MAE is the result of the increase in the periphery size when R increases. For high R,

data is duplicated (signal and noise) from the fully-sampled image that it is compared

with for the error estimation. One might expect that the MAE would increase with

increasing R values because of the signal increase in CAVKA images with higher R

values. However, this effect is abolished by the normalization of the images. The
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Figure 3.15: Mean absolute error (MAE) in on- and off- resonant CAVKA images
composed of combinations of four sizes of the keyhole domain and four numbers of
averages to denoise the periphery domain. a) Off-resonant case, decreasing MAE with
smaller keyholes. b) On- and off-resonant comparison for one instance of averages (8):
higher MAE for the on-resonant case that stabilizes at R = 4. c) On-resonant case,
decreasing MAE with the reduction of noise (higher number of averages), yet with
the same trend along the R axis. MAE was calculated from images that were scaled
to have a maximal signal of 1 to allow comparison.
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difference in MAE values for the different curves when R < 4 could be explained by

the noise difference in the relative large keyhole domain (for these R values), which is

higher for 16 averages (red curve) relative to the other curves. Fig. 3.15b compares

the MAE vs. R between on- and off-resonant offset just for one number of averages

(8) of the reference image. It displays a higher MAE for the on-resonate offsets for all

R values. Additionally, the MAE for the on-resonant offset stops deceasing at R = 4.

The reason for the higher error in the on-resonant case is the difference between

the noise sets used in the reference image (which is the source for data retrieved in

the periphery of a CAVKA image) and in the on-resonant fully-sampled image (that

is used to calculate MAE). In other words, in the on-resonant offset there is not a

duplication of the noise between the CAVKA image and the comparison image. This

lack of duplication is also the explanation for the stop of the decrease in MAE at

R = 4. For R ≥ 4, the error is dominated by the different patterns of the periphery

domains (off-resonant pattern in the CAVKA image and on-resonant pattern in the

comparison image). The error stays constant for R > 4 due to averaging (more pixels

are included with the same error). For R < 4 the error is dominated by the difference

in noise levels upon comparison of averaged/non-averaged data in the keyhole domain.

In Fig. 3.15c, a comparison of the MAE for combinations of the tested R and N values

just for the on-resonant offset is shown. The trend of each graph (with different color)

is the same as for the orange graph in Fig. 3.15b and was already explained. The

decreasing MAE level (for all R values) for each graph when increasing N comes from

lower noise level in both the CAVKA and the comparison images.

From this analysis it can be concluded that the accuracy of CAVKA images im-

proves upon the use of more averages. The limitation for the number of averages to

use comes from the practical reason of how much time could be spent for acquiring the

averaged reference image. In contrary, the undersampling factor has only a limited

influence on the accuracy of the CAVKA images and in a positive way, i.e., higher un-

dersampling (with the resulting signal increase) beyond a certain point comes without

paying a higher price in MAE. However, the critical point of MAE stabilization (here

R = 4) depends on the noise level and the contrast pattern, i.e., differences between

the on- and off- resonant images. Additionally, the accuracy of CAVKA images must
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be studied with error maps (see Fig. 3.12) to get a better understanding of how the

error is distributed in the image and to check if the quality of some of the image

features is satisfying.
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4 Imaging of hosts with fast Xe exchange

In this relative short chapter the CAVKA method is tested for acquiring MRI with a

sample containing gas vesicles.

4.1 Challenges of multivalent xenon hosts

The search for highly efficient HyperCEST agents fostered the investigation of hollow

protein structuers that binds many Xe atoms for fast saturation transfer. Gas vesicles

(GVs) are such a new class of contrast agents for MRI of hyperpolarised Xe. They

are a natural bacterial product expressed to achieve buoyancy [42, 43] and comprise

a closed and hollow protain stracture that is permeable to gas exchange with the

surronding environment. For their use as MRI (or ultrasound) reporters, the GVs

were expressed in bacteria [44] and their names are related to the type of bacteria

they originate from: Ana for GVs expressed in Anabaena flos-aquae and Mega for

the ones expressed in Bacillus megaterium. Ana and Mega GVs have a similar shape,

i.e., a cylindrical tube closed by conical end caps [43], but they are different in size

with 520, 250 nm in length and 140, 70 nm width, respectively [45]. To maintain

their gas binding ability and prevent a collapse of the physical structure, exceeding

the pressure range of 2− 6 bar is prohibited [43].

Although GVs differ from the more common chemically synthesized Xe hosts (like

cryptophane and cucurbit[n]uril families) their principle of contrast mechanism is the

same and is based on a selective RF pulse that saturates 129Xe magnetization only

for atoms that are inside the host. However, the GVs have a higher volume that

can enclose much more Xe atoms than the chemically synthesized hosts. This makes

them efficient CEST contrast agents since during saturation, a higher number of

xenon atoms are depolarised for causing a stronger CEST responce. Another reason

for this efficency is their loading cappacity (of xenon atoms) that is based on physical

partitioning of dissolved gas following the ideal gas low rather than on the chemical

affinity of xenon to its host [45].

However, efficency as CEST contrast agents also leads to shortened T2 which

can also be described as accelerated loss of spin phase coherence. It stems from
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the chemical exchange of the spins in and out of the hosts and the related frequent

but stochastic hopping between two Larmor frequencies that cause fast dephasing.

Moreover, magnetic gradients induced by gas-filled hosts in a liquied solution [46]

cause further relaxation of the transverse magnetization.

Shortened T2 manifests as low SNR in imaging acquisitions of GVs samples. It

actually prevents the use of spin-echo techniques that relay on long echo times. Fast T2

decay cause blurring that hampers signal extraction from the phantom compartments

and make other CEST effect quantifications, that are based on the signal difference

between the two compartments, impossible [47, 48]. These types of Xe hosts require

novel acquisition strategies tailored to fast T2 decay and a low starting magnetization

to increase the SNR.

Understanding the mechanism of averaging that brings an increase in SNR is

also important. Applying averaging in a wrong way, for example, by averaging of

magnitude pixel data instead of the complex-valued pixel data, would not provide

the expected denoising effect. Noise in magnitude data is Rician distributed. Rician

distribution is SNR dependent: when the SNR is low it is a Rayleigh distribution and

when the SNR is high it is a normal distribution [34, 49]. Additionally, Rician noise

has a non-zero mean which at low SNR regimes makes the signal biased (shifted away

from its true value). This makes some areas of the double phantom image (those with

low SNR) to appear more noise-corrupted than with averaging of the complex-valued

(normally distributed) noise. Moreover, the biased signal masks the expected trend

regarding the noise level in averaged images.

In the following chapter, the CAVKA method was applied for MRI of GVs. It

includes testing for the SNR in GVs images and for the number of averages needed

to improve it, then analysis of averaging with magnitude pixel data is performed in

order to explain its failure in denoising the images. Finally, CAVKA images were

created and showed the potential of the method in accelerating acquisition tailored

for a shortened T2.
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4.2 Results and discussion

In the following subsections, the results from double phantom experiments are pre-

sented, which contained H2O in the outer compartment and gas vesicles (GVs) of the

Ana type (70 pM in dPBS) in the inner compartment. GVs samples were provided by

Mikhail Shapiro from the California Institute of Technology. Scans were performed

using a modified 2D FLASH sequence that includes a preceding CEST preparation

block and a VFA scheme for the excitation pulses. Saturation pulses of 10 s duration

and 20 µT amplitude were applied with frequency offsets of 361.5 ppm and −176

ppm for the off- and on-resonant cases, respectively. 129Xe imaging parameters were:

TE = 3.8 ms, TR = 8.6 ms, FOV = 10×10 mm2, slice thickness = 20 mm, BW = 5

kHz, encoding order = ”centric”, matrix (image resolution) = 32× 32 . The keyhole

was realized by changing the phase encoding interpolation parameter to 4 (matrix

= 32 × 8), followed by trimming the rectangular matrix to a 8 × 8 square matrix.

Reduced flow of 70 ml/min and reduced overpressure of 1.5 bar were used to prevent

collapsing of the GVs. The xenon fraction was 5% of the gas mixture (with helium

and nitrogen) being delivered to the sample. Bubbling was performed for 25 s and

additional 3 s were added afterwards for allowing potentially generated gas bubbles

to collapse. Averaging was done separately (outside ParaVision) on complex-valued

raw data in Python. SNR in images was calculated by defining signal and noise ROIs,

then taking the average of pixels inside the signal ROI and divide it by the standard

deviation of pixels inside the noise ROI.

4.2.1 Signal averaging for the reference image

A low SNR was expected in the GVs acquisition, however, as with new samples, it

was not clear beforehand how low the SNR would be. Thus, an imaging series with 20

elements was acquired for adjustable retrospective signal averaging (all on the same

off-resonant frequency). Next, averaged images with a different number of averaging

replicates were generated as shown in Fig. 4.1. The improved visual quality can be

spotted; whereas only noise is displayed without averaging, 9 and 16 averages allow

the visualization of the phantom geometry. The 16 averages image shows reduced
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Figure 4.1: Testing the number of averages required for the reference image with the
GVs sample. Top: Averaged reference images constructed with an increasing number
of averages. Imaging without averaging (left) of the GVs sample with short T2 displays
only noise. Bottom: SNR in the images (on top) vs. the number of averages. The
expected trend (as a squared root function) is validated by curve fitting; the output
slope is n = 0.45. Plotting is with logarithmic axes.
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noise level in the area around the phantom compared to the 9 averages image, but

it is clear that the visual quality is already sufficient with 9 averages for defining

the signal ROI. Despite this sufficient quality, the 16 averages image was used as a

reference image for the CAVKA reconstruction (in section 4.2.3) since the longer time

for its acquisition was already invested and it provides, as shown in Fig. 4.1, a higher

SNR and visual quality.

To further analyze the SNR in averaged images, a plot of SNR vs. the number

of averages was drawn using four numbers of averages of 1, 4, , 9 and 16, as shown

in Fig. 4.1. Data was plotted using a logarithmic scale for the x- and y-axis and the

data was fitted to a model function of the form y(x) = Axn, SNR should theoretically

present a square root dependency on the number of averages. This expectation was

tested then by checking how close the fit result for n is to 0.5. A reasonable value of

n = 0.45 was the result of the fitting procedure. The goodness of the chosen model

to the experimental data is given by R2 = 92%. Random selection was used for

choosing the individual averaging replicates (out of the 20 that were available) for

each averaged image.

4.2.2 Analysis of magnitude data averaging

For the sake of illustration, an averaged reference image was created by averaging the

magnitudes of the averaging replicates instead of the complex-valued images. Fig.

4.2 presents these images. It is clearly seen that this kind of averaging process for low

SNR raw data did not provide the expected improvement in visual quality as in Fig.

4.1. Direct comparison to the images in Fig. 4.1 helps in recognizing the phantom,

but without this comparison the phantom would not be so easily recognizable. One

can also see a high noise level in the area outside the phantom, increasing the number

of averages does not seem to denoise this area as expected.

The explanation to these observations is related to the noise properties in com-

plex and magnitude image data. Whereas noise in complex image data is normally

distributed with zero mean (in each of its real/imaginary components), the noise in

magnitude image data is Rice distributed with a non-zero mean [34] (simply because

magnitudes are non-negative and thus the random noise is distributed around a pos-
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Figure 4.2: Magnitude-averaged reference images fail to provide a sufficient denoising
effect. Top: The resulted images of magnitude averaging from 1, 9 and 16 replicates
show non-zero mean noise. Bottom: Noise standard deviation (SD) in the images (on
top) vs. the number of averages. Noise reduction is confirmed as expected accord-
ing to Eq. 3.2, however the non-zero mean noise prevents observing this reduction.
Plotting is with logarithmic axes. Noise ROI as shown in Fig. 3.9 in section 3.4.2.
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itive number). Averaging of multiple complex noise data sets keeps the noise mean

at zero and thus the noise level as seen at the area outside the phantom (Fig. 4.1)

is relatively low. Averaging of magnitude images, with their non-zero mean noise,

results with a non-zero mean noise in the averaged image and thus the area outside

the phantom (Fig. 4.2) appears noisier.

Increasing the number of averages reduces the noise SD in the same amount for

Rice distributed noise as for normally distributed noise, since the derivation appeared

in Eq. 3.2 in section 3.1.2 is invariant to the type of noise distribution. Yet, in the

magnitude images this effect is not easily seen. To verify that the noise SD is indeed

reduced as expected when increasing the number of averages, the two are plotted

against each other and displayed in Fig. 4.2. This confirms the expected noise

behavior. Additionally, Eq. 3.2 predicts a reduction of the noise SD when increasing

the number of averages according to the function y(x) = Ax−1/2. By the same

curve fitting procedure described in the previous section, the expected trend could

be verified by showing a fit output n = −0.41, presented in Fig. 4.2. The reason for

not observing this confirmed reduction in the noise level is the non-zero mean noise.

It manifests a higher value than the noise SD and thus prevents the visualization of

the noise reduction.

4.2.3 CAVKA imaging - Proof of principle

The GVs sample with shortened T2 provided the first real test to the CAVKA method.

During development of the method, experimental studies had been conducted with

the well investigated Xe host CrA. However, the conditions with CrA provided suffi-

cient SNR and image quality in the conventional acquisition that it only marginally

benefited from the expected CAVKA improvements. In contrast, the conventional

acquisition with a GVs sample showed a very low SNR (and image quality) as can be

seen in Fig. 4.3 (top row). In this case, the CAVKA acquisition does not only provide

a nice-to-have SNR increase rather turns totally noisy and blurred images into ones

that display the imaged object properly (Fig. 4.3, bottom row). Table 4.1 provides

the SNR values for the off-resonant images (left column) in Fig. 4.3 and also for the

same images with CrA as the Xe host (values from experiments conducted in section
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Figure 4.3: CAVKA images of a GVs sample. Off- and on- resonant images (left and
right) display the expected saturation of 129Xe magnetization in the inner compart-
ment that contains the GVs. Improved imaging quality with the CAVKA acquisition
(bottom) vs. simple VFA acquisition (top). 129Xe MRI of phantom with 70 pM GVs
(Ana) in the inner compartment and H2O in the outer compartment.

3.4.2). The SNR with the GVs sample in a VFA acquisition without averaging is

3-fold lower than with the CrA sample.

CAVKA was used to acquire an imaging series of 2 images (on- and off-resonant)

which provided a 1.78-fold acceleration (using the formula developed in section 3.2.1)

compared with acquiring 16 averages for each of the two images in a double phantom

experiment. This acceleration factor reduced the acquisition time from ∼ 26 min to

∼ 15 min. This degree of acceleration is not very high due to the short length of the

imaging series. However, with an acquisition of the full HyperCEST spectrum this

acceleration factor would be much higher (see section 5).

The reason for a lower SNR in the GVs imaging acquisition is the shortened T2

of 129Xe undergoing fast exchange with the GVs core. This has two reasons:

1. Efficient exchange with freqent large frequency jumps. The exchnage rate com-

prises the rate of Xe going into the host and the rate of Xe coming out of the
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Table 4.1: SNR comparison between GVs and CrA (double phantom) images without
saturation (at an off-resonant saturation frequency) in conventional (VFA) acquisition
and CAVKA-4 acquisition.

GVs CrA
Fully sampled (without averaging) 3.65 11
CAVKA-4 (16 averages ref. image) 10.75 40

host. The rate of going into the host is slower (due to the dominant pool of

unbound Xe) and thus it is the limiting factor. For GVs this rate is 13.3 s−1 [45]

whereas for CrA is only 0.3 s−1 [50], as quantified by the qHyperCEST method

(under steady state assumption, i.e., the exchange rate of going into the host

is the product of the exchange rate of coming out of the host and the fraction

of bound Xe). In [45] 38 pM Ana GVs was used while in this work 70 pM was

used and since the exchange rate increases linearly with the host concentration

(as long as it is not limited by the Xe concentration) it has a value of 24.7 s−1.

R2 (1/T2) of Xe in pure water (without a host molecule) is 3.1 s−1 according

to [51]. Thus, exchange reflects a 8-fold higher contribution in the 70 pM GVs

sample. However, it is limited to large frequency jumps that dephase the spins.

2. Magnetic susceptibility difference between the gas phase inside the GVs and

the liquid phase of the solution. This close proximity of gas filled space in the

GVs core and surrounding liquid imposes strong magnetic filed gradients on

spins exchanging in and out of the gas vesicles as reported in [46]. Although

quantification of this effect has been done for the Mega types GVs, it is qualita-

tively also applies for the Ana type GVs under the assumption that they have

similar shapes. A T2 measurement from 670 pM Mega GVs yielded T2 = 2.2 ms

(R2 = 455 s−1) while the exchange-induced decay rate was only 18.3 s−1. Thus,

a far bigger contribution in addition to the exchange was demonstrated, which

was attributed to the magnetic susceptibility difference.

An additional reason for the reduced SNR in GVs imaging is the lower 129Xe

concentration. The GVs must be handled with care to prevent their collapse, thus
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the total pressure condition under which the sample is measured had to be adjusted

to 1.5 bar (instead of the usual 4.5 bar). This 3-fold pressuere reduection has a direct

influence on the concentration of 129Xe in solution, which then also decreases 3-fold

to ∼ 86 µM according to [Xe] = (Γ · ρ · Xepc) /0.0254 L/mM, where Γ is the Ostwald

solubility constant for Xe in water (temperature dependent) at room temprature

Γ = 0.11 L/atm [52]. ρ is the total pressure (1.5 bar) and Xepc = 5% is the Xe

percentage in the gas mix. This yields [Xe] = 325 µM. However, only 129Xe provides

signal (with natural abundance of 26.4%), thus the concentration is 86 µM.
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5 Spectroscopy of host-guest system with compet-

itive binding

In this chapter the aim is to study the exchange kinetic of cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) and

cucurbit[6]uril (CB6) as molecular hosts and of xenon as a guest in the presence of

different competitive guests by imaging-based HyperCEST spectroscopy.

5.1 Introduction

The cucurbit[n]urils (CBn) are a family of macrocycles that come in different sizes

according to their number n of repeating subunits of glycoluril (C4H6N4O2), see Fig.

5.1. They have been used in a varity of applications [53–57] from stabilization of dye

assays to being carriers in drug delivery. Their synthesis is done by acid-catalyzed

condensation of glycoluril and formaldehyde. The purification of a single CBn can

introduce impurities e.g., acetone and methanol. Additionally, CB6 is a known side

product in the synthesis of CB7 [58]. Separation and identification of these CB6

by-products is challenging. However, the cavity size of different CBn affects their

supramolecular binding affinity to guests of different sizes. This can be used to

analyze CB7 sample for CB6 impurities more sensitively than with other approaches

like direct NMR spectroscopy of CB6/7

For example, the guest cis-1,4-bis(aminomethyl)cyclohexane (will be refereed to

as the blocker or 1) that appears in Fig. 5.1, is known as a strong binder to CB7. The

binding is characterized by the binding constant kA which is defined for the chemical

equation:

guest + host −−⇀↽−− guest@host

as

kA =
[guest@host]

[guest][host]
,

where [·] denote concentrations. For 1 and CB7 kA ∼ 1012 M−1. Whereas the cavity

size of CB7 is 279 Å3 [59] and large enough to accommodate the blocker, the cavity size

of CB6 is 164 Å3 [59] and probably too small to encapsulate the blocker. It was also
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Figure 5.1: Chemical structures of hosts and guests. a) CBn general scheme, in
3D the n repeating units form the macrocyclic hosts CB7/CB6 (with n = 7/6).
b) cis-1,4-Bis(aminomethyl)cyclohexane, strong binding guest of CB7. c) Cadav-
erine. d) Putrescine. Drawings were done with ChemSketsch (ACD/ChemSketch,
version 2021.1.1, Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada,
www.acdlabs.com, 2022).

suggested by Marquez et al. [60] that the effective container volume of the CB6 cavity

is approximately 105 Å3. This also supports that the volume of the blocker exceeds

the available cavity space. Another guests is cadaverine (1,5- diaminopentane), see

Fig. 5.1. It has a smaller molecular volume than the blocker and can bind both to

CB6 with binding affinity of kA of 109 - 1010 M−1 [61] and to CB7 with binding afinity

of kA = 1.4 × 107 M−1 [62]. Putrescine (1,4- diaminobutane) is another guest that

binds stronger to CB6 with kA = 2× 107 M−1 [63] than to CB7 with kA = 3.7× 105

M−1 [62].

Xenon atoms can also be considered as guests to CBn, yet when it comes to

describing their exchange kinetic with CEST, a different parameter than the binding

constant is important, namly the exchange rate. Xenon was assumed to have a a

faster exchange rate with CB7 than with CB6 due to the larger cavity of the former.

However, this exchange rate was never quntified. The dissociation rate of Xe and

CB6 was in fact quantified by using the HyperCEST method [50], kBA = 2100 s−1,

among other exchange kinetic parameters. The relative high exchange rate makes

CBn promising candidates as so-called HyperCEST agents for ultra-sensitive Xe MRI

[64].

It should be mentioned in this context that certain hosts yield only very labile
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interactions for Xe with presumbly short resident times around the portals. One

example is the family of macrocyclic hosts based on pillar[5]arene. They were studied

as potent saturation transfer agents due to their expected fast Xe exchange rate [51].

A member of this family was investigated for its host-guest dynamic with 129Xe and

the reported z-spectrum showed a broad peak around the free Xe saturation frequency

and no peak around the bound Xe saturation frequency. This indicated that the

exchange kinetics of 129Xe and pillar[5]arene under the studied conditions can be

described by some kind of fast (labile) interaction which is not CEST based.

Xenon HyperCEST could presumbly be applied to sense the formation of a host-

guest complex of CB7 and a potential guest. This would be reported in the z-spectrum

by the CEST response, where its partial or a complete suppression would reveal the

degree of occupancy of the cavity. This concept, can find many applications, for

example, sensing for stabilization of fluorescent dyes as reported in [65–68]. This mo-

tivated us to explore the host-guest system of CB7 with different blocking molecules

and reveled differences in host-guest interactions for CB6 vs. CB7.

The portal to the cavity of CBn is another important characteristic that affects

their exchange with guests [69–71]. Electrostatic interactions between positively

charged cations and the negative carbonyl groups at the portal was demonstrated

to decelerate the host-guest exchange rate [72–74]. Thus, the portal role should be

kept in mind when coming to analyze CBn host-guest systems and more specifically

when analyzing Xe HyperCEST observations from CB7 systems.

A direct comparison of spectra from different host/guest combinations would obvi-

ously benefit from accelerated methods that preserve the spectral information. Thus,

the CAVKA method was tested for a CB7 application and evaluated the impact of

three competitive molecular binders cis-1,4-bis(aminomethyl)cyclohexane (1), cadav-

erine (2) and putrescine (3) that impact the accessibility for mono-atomic Xe. The

method acquires multiple spectra simultaneously to reveal different exchange kinet-

ics from a combination of different hosts and guests and emphasizes the analytical

potential of CEST spectroscopic imaging in accelerated screening.
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5.2 Results and discussion

In the following subsections, all results are from double phantom experiments. These,

unless stated otherwise, contained CB7 (50 µM aqueous solution, Strem Chemicals

Inc., Kehl, Germany) in the inner compartment. The outer compartment also con-

tained a 50 µM CB7 solution but also either of the competitive guests 1 (cis-1,4-

bis(aminomethyl)cyclohexane, TCI chemicals, Eschborn, Germany) or 2 (1,5- di-

aminopentane, Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany). 1 was added with an up to

60-fold excess over the CB7 concentration, 2 was added with 10-fold dilution relative

to the CB7 concentration. Samples were measured at room temperature (T = 298K)

by using the variable temperature unit to maintain stable conditions.

In section 5.2.3 CB6 (Strem Chemicals Inc., Kehl, Germany) was used. A CB6

stock solution in H2O at a concentration of 10 µM was prepared (the solubility

of CB6 in water is ≤ 18 µM [75]) and then further diluted to concentrations of

5, 1.5, 1, 0.5 µM. They were used in either single or double phantom experiments.

CB6 (10 µM) was also mixed with the guest 1 at a 1 : 1 ratio. CB7 dilution of

0.5 µM was also prepared (additionally to the 50 µM) and was used with/without

the addition of the guest 1 at a 1 : 1 ratio. 5 mM aqueous solution of the guest 3

(1,4- diaminobutane, Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) was prepared and fur-

ther diluted (by adding it to CB7 solutions) to final concentrations of 0.5, 1, 4 µM.

CB7 + 3 solutions were used in either single or double phantom experiments.

Scans were performed using a modified 2D FLASH sequence; to include a pre-

ceding CEST preparation block and a VFA scheme for the excitation pulses. 129Xe

imaging parameters were: TE = 4 ms, TR = 48.8 ms, FOV = 10 × 10 mm2, slice

thickness = 20 mm, BW = 5 kHz, encoding order = ”centric”, matrix size (image

resolution) = 32× 32. Smaller matrix sizes for keyhole acquisitions were realized by

changing the phase encoding interpolation parameter from 1 (matrix = 32 × 32) to

4 (matrix = 32× 8). This parameter has the same meaning as R and appears in the

nomenclature of CAVKA reconstructions, e.g., CAVKA-4 for an undersampling factor

of 4. Averaging was done separately (outside ParaVision) on complex-valued raw data

in Python. The xenon fraction was 5% of the gas mixture (with helium and nitrogen)
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and was delivered to the sample at a continuous flow rate of 300 standard ml/min

and at a total pressure of 4.5 bar. 100 ml/min of the total gas flow (70 ml/min with

3 mM 1 to reduce foaming) was bubbled into the sample. Bubbling was performed

for 15 s (20 s with 70 ml/min flow) and additional 3 s (4 s with 70 ml/min flow) were

added afterwards allowing potentially generated gas bubbles to collapse. For CEST

preparations, a rectangular pulse with amplitude B1 = 6 µT ( 71 Hz) and duration

tsat = 20 s was used. Where z-spectra were acquired, saturation was applied at 36

offsets (−361.4, −361.3, −360.4, −121, −111.5, −101, −100, −99, −98, −97, −95,

−93, −92, −91, −90, −89, −78.5, −69, −61.9, −54.8,−47.7, −40.6, −31.1, −21.6,

−12, −9, −6, −3, 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 21.6, 31.1 and 40.6 ppm) relative to 129Xe in water.

The first three offsets were used as dummy scans to stabilize the gas delivery and

were not included in the data processing. All data post-processing and analysis was

performed using self-written Python scripts (Python Software Foundation. Python

Language Reference, version 3.8. http://www.python.org). The reference power for

accurate VFA implementation was calibrated in the beginning of each acquisition by

curve fitting to the transverse magnetization decay along the k-space lines with con-

stant flip angle (CFA) and disabled phase encoding (and the rest of the acquisition

parameters as in the post calibration images) of a pure water sample (see section 1.3).

In section 5.2.3 CEST spectroscopy was done with conventional unlocalized ac-

quisition (in addition to MR imaging) using a (pseudo) 2D sequence that included

saturation and excitation. The saturation pulse had a power of 3 mW (6.2 µT or

73 Hz) and duration of 20 s. Z-spectra were acquired with 61 saturation frequencies

offsets (−200, −200, −200, −130, −120, between −111 and −80 in steps of 1, −70,

−60, −50, −45, −40, −35, −30, −25, −20, −15, −10, −5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35,

40, 200, 200 and 200 ppm) relative to 129Xe in water. The first five offsets were used

as dummy scans to stabilize the gas delivery and the last three offset were turned

out unnecessary. These offsets were not included in the data processing. Gas flow

parameters and composition and bubbling times were the same as in the imaging

experiments. Additionally, short imaging experiments in a single phantom were also

performed. They included a list of only 9 saturation frequencies offsets (−360, −360,

−360, −121, −95, −69, −40.6, 0 and 40.6 ppm) relative to 129Xe in water where
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the first three offsets were acquired as dummy scans (to stabilize the gas flow) and

were omitted in data processing. CFA scheme for the excitation pulses was used,

FA = 20◦. Matrix size = 32 × 32. The rest of the acquisition parameters were the

same as in the double phantom experiments (detailed in the previous paragraph).

Volume of the samples in the single phantom was 1.5 ml.

5.2.1 Synergistic benefits from the CAVKA acquisition

CAVKA aims to make optimum use of the available magnetization, minimizes the

necessary segmentation, and confines time-consuming signal averaging to the shared

reference data that requires higher segmentation of the starting magnetization. Sepa-

rate analysis of the impact from the reduced keyhole size and from using the reference

image illustrates a yet unused synergistic effect as follows: The VFA approach ensures

equal initial magnetization for each line in the encoding matrix (k-space). Such stable

signal intensity along the phase encoding dimension prevents blurring in the image

that would otherwise impair quantification based on the ROIs in the entire image ar-

ray. However, accelerated exchange conditions make any multidimensional encoding

challenging. Figure 5.2 exemplary shows the limited starting quality that gradient

echoes provide for spatial encoding: a single scan does not provide sufficient spatial

information to visualize the sample geometry (Fig. 5.2a). This problem originates

from two aspects. 1) Since VFA requires to employ gradient echoes along the phase

encoding dimension, it provides significantly less starting magnetization than a spin

echo train that would in fact start with maximum transverse magnetization. 2) The

exchange-driven accelerated (irreversible) loss of phase coherence causes incomplete

refocussing and thus further signal reduction (see also section 5.2.4). This issue would

occur for any type of echo formation, but spin echoes of magnetization pools under

accelerated exchange would suffer from unacceptable decay of magnetization along

the phase encoding dimension. VFA segmentation is thus a suitable concept, it just

needs to be complemented by signal averaging if a certain matrix size is exceeded.

Averaging of the (complex-valued) raw data was thus applied and indeed recovered

the sample geometry (Fig. 5.2b). The full synergistic effect of the CAVKA approach

is shown in Fig. 5.2d. The VFA approach provides the control to achieve a reduced
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Figure 5.2: Four combinations of applying/omitting the two components of the
CAVKA acquisition. Signal increase due to VFA-enhancement (top vs. bottom row)
and noise decrease due to averaging (left vs. right column). The acquisition time
tspec of a z-spectrum (with 36 offsets) is reduced 11-fold in the CAVKA acquisition
relative to conventional averaging. 129Xe MRI of phantom with 50 µM CB7 (aqueous
solution) in the inner compartment and CB7 : 1 at 1 : 60 molar ratio in the outer
compartment.
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segmentation for the k-space center with higher signal. Fig. 5.2c shows this signal

gain with 4-fold fewer lines for the k-space center than in Fig. 5.2a. It still lacks

the geometrical details because the k-space periphery is acquired with high noise.

Finally, Fig. 5.2d presents the effect of combining a VFA-enhanced center and an

averaged periphery in a CAVKA acquisition and its significant SNR improvement

compared to the conventional application of VFA (Fig. 5.2a). Our application of

CAVKA involves acquisition of a complete HyperCEST spectrum (36 offsets) with

overall acquisition time tspec. Employing 16 averages throughout the full spectral

domain would result in an inacceptable tspec = 7.3 hours. With CAVKA, we reuse

one-time acquired averaged data (of a reference scan) in each offset of the spectrum

and achieve a serious reduction down to tspec = 39.5 minutes (11-fold acceleration).

This is independent of the general advantage of including the option to obtain image-

based data from multiple samples at once to achieve 2× 11-fold acceleration, i.e., the

acquisition time is reduced by 95.5%.

5.2.2 HyperCEST spectroscopy of accelerated exchange with competitive
guest binding

After quantifying the benefits of CAVKA, we next acquired two HyperCEST spectra

simultaneously by using a two-compartment phantom that contained CB7 as a host in

the inner compartment and CB7 together with the competitive guest 1 as a potential

CB7 “blocker” in the outer compartment. Xenon was dispersed into both samples

where freely accessible CB7 alone provides presumably rapid guest turnover. The

blocker in its cis conformation has a high affinity (kA ∼ 1012) for CB7, thus it is

expected to at least impair (or completely suppress) the xenon exchange with CB7.

As first experiment we compared the z-spectra from a solution of CB7 : 1 at 1 : 1 ratio

and a solution containing only CB7. Fig. 5.3a shows these two spectra. Contrary

to the expectation, no difference between the CEST responses with or without the

blocker is detected. However, a difference between the spectra does appear in the

form of the broader response from the direct saturation around 0 ppm in the absence

of the blocker. At this stage, two possible explanations were considered: 1) as we

do observe a CEST response at −95 ppm xenon must reach the CB7 cavity. The
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Figure 5.3: Comparative HyperCEST z-spectra acquired with the CAVKA method
to study the exchange of Xe with CB7 and 1. a) CEST response from CB7 without
1 and from CB7 : 1 at 1 : 1 ratio. b) No full suppression of the CEST response
from CB7 upon addition of 1 in 60-fold excess. c) Suppression of the CEST response
upon addition of 2 in only 1/10 of the CB7 concentration, indicating the CEST
response is actually from the CB6 impurity. d) Chemical structure of the guests 1
and 2 and the host-guest complexes 2@CB6 and 1@CB7 (in two viewing angels).
Points represent experimental data (ROI-averaged values) and solid lines are fitting
of Lorentzian curves.
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cavity could also be occupied by the blocker and therefore there is a co-occupancy

of the CB7 cavity by one blocker molecule and one xenon atom. However, if this is

the case, one would also expect the chemical shift to change and no longer to appear

at −95 ppm. 2) Xenon kicks out the blocker molecule from the cavity, in this case

the chemical shift value matches the expectation, but the high binding affinity of the

blocker to CB7 makes this hypothesis rather unlikley. Another experiment was thus

conducted, i.e., the same as the first experiment, but this time with a solution of CB7

: 1 at 1 : 60 ratio. Fig. 5.3b shows the comparative spectra. With an excess of the

blocker over CB7, we highly expect to completely suppress the CEST response in the

orange curve. However, a CEST response is still observed, although it is weaker than

the response seen in the spectrum of CB7 : 1 at 1 : 1 ratio (orange curve in Fig.

5.3a). Consistently with the previous experiment, a narrower solution peak appeared

when the blocker is present (orange vs blue curves in Fig. 5.3a and 5.3b). The fact

that one could still observe a CEST response is again not in line with expectations

and thus a third hypothesis was formulated: 3) Only the CB6 residuals in the CB7

solution [58] cause the observed CEST response. The chemical shift of xenon inside

CB6 is also at −95 ppm [50], thus the CEST response could indeed come from CB6.

Additionally, the CB7 blocker (1) is a too bulky guest to occupy the CB6 cavity

and to block it for the xenon exchange, which is in line with the result of the first

experiment, where we could not detect any difference between the CEST response

with or without this blocker (Fig. 5.3a). At a 60-fold excess of the blocker we do see

partial suppression, thus we can only speculate that this high excess of the blocker

produces conditiones that eventually lead to partial penetration into the CB6 cavity.

To test the third hypothesis, we designed another double phantom experiment. This

time in the outer compartment the CB6 blocker 2 (cadaverine) was used which binds

strongly to CB6 (kA ∼ 1 × 109 M−1). By using a solution of CB7 : 2 in 10 : 1 ratio

(5 µM cadaverine), we would be able to completely suppress a CEST response from

the up to 10% CB6 impurity, but would only partially suppress a CEST response

from CB7. Fig. 5.3c presents the results of this experiment with a full suppression

of the CEST response in the cadaverine compartment (orange vs. blue curve in Fig.

5.3c). Therefore we could conclude that the xenon HyperCEST response detected
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from a CB7 solution is actually from a CB6 impurity. Moreover, CB7 does not

produce a CEST response (peak) in a HyperCEST spectrum, which could also be

inferred from the complete suppression. The fact that we could measure such a clear

CEST response from a CB6 impurity actually demonstrated the high sensitivity of

the HyperCEST method. The accelerated acquisition of CEST spectra from CAVKA-

encoded data thus revealed the details of the competitive host-guest systems studied

here that would otherwise require significantly longer acquisition times. It nicely

demonstrated the first example of a co-analysis of fast and slow Xe exchange regimes

within the same sample. Conventional spectroscopy would not reveal this interaction

and comparative CEST measurements clearly benefit from the acceleration enabled

by CAVKA to screen multiple samples at once. Overall, a labile interaction of Xe

with the CB7 portals, as observed for pillar[5]arenes [51] is now assumed. Addition

of the blocker impair this labile interaction which manifested as the narrowing of

the direct saturation response around 0 ppm. Such interactions are reflected by the

symmetric magnetization transfer (MT) effect around 0 ppm. It does not provide

a separate CEST response that would allow more detailed analysis, see also section

5.2.4.

5.2.3 Further investigations regarding the hypothesis that the CB6 im-
purity in CB7 is the only source of the CEST response

To further base the theory that the host which provides the CEST response in a

CB7 sample is not CB7 but rather CB6, a number of additional experiments were

performed. They are described in this section.

A solution of 0.5 µM CB7 was prepared and was tested for CEST response with

and without the addition of the blocker 1 at 1 : 1 ratio. In this low concentration of

CB7, the CB6 impurity is unlikely to produce a significant CEST response. Thus, the

potential residual CEST response from CB7 can be measured and also the blocking

effect of 1 on CB7. The measurement was done by the CAVKA acquisition with

the double phantom with CB7 in the inner compartment and CB7 + 1 in the outer

compartment. Fig. 5.4a shows the z-spectra from the two compartments. There was

no CEST response detected in the CB7 compartment and also no response in the
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compartment of CB7 + 1. This result confirms the above interpenetration since the

CB6 impurity is at a too low concentration to produce a CEST peak in the spectrum

(in blue). Regarding the second spectrum (orange), there was no CEST peak that

could be suppressed. Additionally, the solution peak around 0 ppm (blue spectrum)

is not as wide as with the 50 µM CB7 (see Fig. 5.3a). This can be explained by the

lower CB7 concentration for which the labile interaction between xenon and the CB7

portals is also reduced. The width of the solution peak does not get smaller upon

the addition of 1 to CB7 (orange spectrum) since the effect of the labile interaction

on the width is presumably negligible before the addition of the blocker to yield a

change when the blocker is added. Additional control experiment in section 5.2.4

showed that CB7 was present in the solution by a shorter FID duration relative to

pure water.

A solution of 0.5 µM CB6 was also prepared in order to test if CB6 in an isolated

form can produce the same CEST response that was observed from 50 µM CB7. CB7

contains up to 1% impurities according to the commercial provider and therefore

50 µM CB7 could contain up to 0.5 µM CB6. To measure these solutions and plot

their z-spectra, unlocalized spectroscopy acquisitions were done to reduce the noise.

They are more time consuming relative to the CAVKA method, however since the

CAVKA method is novel, it was decided to invest the extra time in order to improve

spectral quality for detecting CB6 traces. Fig. 5.4b displays the z-spectra. In the

spectrum of 0.5 µMCB6 (orange) a CEST peak could not be observed. This, allegedly,

contradicts the hypothesis that CB6 is the source of the CEST signal. However, since

the chemical shift between free and bound Xe in the spectrum of 50 µM CB7 (ca. 95

ppm) matches the chemical shift in a CB6 spectrum (of higher concentration than

0.5 µM, e.g., in [9, 61]) and it is unlikely that a different cavity than that of CB6

would result with the same chemical shift between free and bound xenon, it still

seems that the hypothesis of CB6 as the CEST-providing host is true. Nevertheless,

for the hypothesis to be in line with this result, the concentration of the CB6 impurity

in CB7 must be higher than 1%. To demonstrate that the same CEST response as

from 50 µM CB7 can be reproduce by a CB6 solution with a higher concentration

than 0.5 µM, the z-spectrum of 5 µM CB6 was acquired. It appears in Fig. 5.4b
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Figure 5.4: Tests with CB6, CB7 and 1 to identify the source of the of CEST response
from CB7 samples. a) No CEST response is detected for 0.5 µM CB7 (blue) where
the concentration of the CB6 impurity is too low to be detectable and no change
in the response upon the addition of 1 (orange) is seen. b) High resolution data
with unlocalized spectroscopy: 0.5 µM CB6 (orange) does not reproduce the CEST
response of 50 µM CB7 (blue). However, increasing the concentration of CB6 to 5 µM
(green) does give a comparable CEST response, showing that Xe chemical shifts (∼ 95
ppm) from the samples of CB6 and CB7 match. c) Coarse sampling: No effect of
the blocker 1 on CB6, confirming the observation in Fig. 5.3a by using a sample of
isolated CB6 (instead of CB6 impurity in CB7).
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(green). It shows that indeed the chemical shifts in the spectra from CB6 and CB7

(green and blue) match and it also shows that the signal dips around −95 ppm in

the two spectra are very similar in intensity. Since the results suggest that the CB6

impurity exceeds 1%, an inquiry with Strem was made about how they determine the

degree of purity. Their response was by 1H NMR and elemental analysis. However,

1H NMR would not easily detect low concentrations of CB6 impurity (≤ 10%) in a

CB7 sample and therefore the possibility that an impurity of CB6, which is higher

than 1%, is not completely excluded. The green and blue spectra in Fig. 5.4b show

the broader solution peak around 0 ppm in the CB7 spectrum that is assumed to

be the result of a labile interaction between Xe and the portals of CB7 (see section

5.2.2). This interaction was also shown to be influenced by the blocker 1. In contrast,

the narrowing of the solution peak upon reducing the CB6 concentration (orange vs.

green spectra) is due to the lack of a CEST response in the orange spectrum since

the width of the solution peak also depends on the existence of the CEST peak.

Finally, the blocking effect of 1 on isolated CB6 (that is not simply an impurity

in CB7) was tested. In the previous section (5.2.2), it was concluded that this blocker

does not suppress the CEST response from the CB7 sample since the response comes

from the CB6 impurity and that 1 is probably to bulky to occupy its cavity. However,

this non-blocking effect was not tested with a dedicated CB6 solution and this is done

here. To this end, a 10 µM CB6 solution was used and was tested for the CEST

response with and without the addition of 1 at 1 : 1 ratio. This ratio was chosen

because in the original experiment (CB7 : 1 at 1:1 ratio) most of 1 is included in

CB7 leaving no measurable impact on CB6. The two experiments were done as short

imaging experiments with reduced saturation frequencies list in the single phantom,

Fig. 5.4c shows the results. The list of saturation frequencies was designed to capture

the CEST response and the solution response (around 0 ppm) while being relative

short to save time. It therefore produces results with a limited resolution yet sufficient

for this type of control experiment. The spectrum of CB6 (blue) and the spectrum

of CB6 + 1 display the same CEST response. Thus, as expected no blocking ability

of 1 on CB6 was detected. Although the CB6 impurity has presumably a lower

concentration than 10 µM, this concentration allows to get a more consistent CEST
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response and therefore permits testing for the blocking effect reliably.

To narrow down the concentration of the CB6 impurity, a series of experiments

with different CB6 concentrations were performed to identify the concentration that

produces the same CEST response from the 50 µM CB7 sample. To this end, short

imaging experiments in the single phantom were done. CB6 solutions, starting with

a concentration of 0.5 µM and increasing the concentration in 0.5 µM steps, were

measured for their CEST response and were compared to the response of the CB7

sample. Fig. 5.5a shows the results. The CEST response increases when CB6 con-

centration increases and a concentration of 1.5 µM (red) comes close to the response

from 50 µM CB7 (blue). Next, a more detailed CAVKA acquisition of the double

phantom with 50 µM CB7 in the inner compartment and 1.5 µM CB6 in the outer

compartment was performed to directly compare the CEST responses in a more ac-

curate way with a longer frequency list. Fig. 5.5b shows the results. In contrast to

the single on-resonant shot in Fig. 5.5a, the fully acquired CEST response from the

CB6 compartment is lower than from the CB7 compartment. This means the CB6

impurity concentration is higher than 1.5 µM and the discrepancy between the two

measurements is related to the inaccuracy of the short imaging experiment. Although

the responses in Fig. 5.5b are not equal, a quantitative analysis based on information

extracted from Lorentzian fitting to the two spectra provided an estimation of the

impurity concentration.

The CEST response (signal at −95 ppm) can by modeled using the termM0e
−λtsat

where λ denotes the xenon depolarization rate, tsat the saturation time and M0 the

unsaturated signal (the spectrum baseline). In the weak saturation regime (saturation

pulse strength used in experiments is in this regime) the depolarization rate can be

approximated as

λ ≈ fBkBA
(γB1)

2

k2BA + (γB1)
2 . (5.1)

B1 is the saturation pulse amplitude, fB is the concentration fraction of bound xenon

([Xe@host]/[Xe]) and kBA is the rate with which the host releases xenon (see section

1.5). For CB6 (in water), this rate was quantified as kBA = 2100 s−1 [50]. Assum-
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Figure 5.5: Estimating the concentration of the CB6 impurity in a CB7 sample. a)
Comparing the CEST response (at−95 ppm) from a 50 µMCB7 solution to increasing
concentrations of CB6. b) Using an initially approximated CB6 concentration (from
a) in a double phantom experiment with dedicated CAVKA acquisition. Based on the
two comparative spectra (through parameter extraction from Lorentzian curve fitting)
an estimation for the CB6 impurity could be made. c) Testing for the concentration
of guest 3 that blocks the CEST response from CB7 sample. d) Using an initially
approximated concentration of 3 for a direct comparison with unblocked CB7 by a
CAVKA acquisition of the double phantom. The acquired spectra allowed, based on
parameter extraction from Lorentzian curve fitting, to give one more estimation to
the concentration of the CB6 impurity.
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ing that the CEST-providing host in both spectra is CB6 (same kBA) and since the

saturation pulse amplitude was also the same in both acquisitions (same B1), the

ratio between the depolarization rates according to Eq. 5.1 reduces to the ratio of

fB. Moreover, since both measurements are done with an excess of xenon over the

host, the ratio of fB between the two compartments represents the ratio of the host

concentrations. The value of each depolarization rate can be extract from Lorentzian

curve fitting to each spectra and their ratio yielded 2.59 (see Table 5.1). The CB6

sample had a concentration of 1.5 µM and thus the CB7 sample has a CB6 impu-

rity concentration of 3.9 ± 0.5 µM. Table 5.1 provides all the parameter values and

their errors (standard deviations) which were extracted from Lorentzian curve fitting.

These values show, as was already observed, that the CEST chemical shifts are quite

similar −95 vs. −94 ppm. Adittionially, the values for the width of the CEST peak

provide another indication that it is the same host in the two samples as they are quite

similar with 14.2± 1.8 vs. 15.9± 2.4 ppm. The width of the CEST peak is related to

the exchange rate constant kBA (when the B1 amplitude is fixed), thus similarity of

widths points to similarity of hosts. The slightly larger width from the CB6 sample

can be partly explained by the B1 inhomogeneity that was investigated in [13]. CB6

was in the outer compartment which can potentially experience a higher B1 value

and thus produces a moderate peak broadening compared to the inner compartment.

Repeating this calculation for the spectra appeared in Fig. 5.4b where the CB6

sample had 5 µM concentration yielded a CB6 impurity concentration of 4.6±0.1 µM.

The parameter values extracted from the Lorentzian curve fitting for these spectra

also appear in Table 5.1. This is consistent with the impurity concentration that was

based on the CAVKA spectra with 1.5 µM nominal CB6 reference (Fig. 5.5b) and

also shows that the novel CAVKA method produces spectra of sufficient quality to

allow curve fitting and extraction of parameters that are comparable with the tradi-

tional spectroscopy acquisitions. Nevertheless, the error of the extracted parameters

is higher for the CAVKA spectra (see Table 5.1).

It is important to mention the non-linearity of the CEST response with respect to

the host concentration (exchange of alredy saturated xenon atoms), when the response

is over 25− 30%, as was mentioned in [76]. In this cases, additional parameters need
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Table 5.1: Parameter values extracted from Lorentzian curve fitting in the three
experiments (E1 - E3) where quantitative analysis was performed for estimating
the CB6 impurity concentration. E1: CB7 and 1.5 µM CB6 (CAVKA, dou-
ble phantom), E2: CB7 and 5 µM CB6 (unlocalized spectroscopy, single phan-
tom) and E3: CB7 and CB7 : 3 at 12.5 : 1 ratio (CAVKA, double phan-
tom). 50 µM CB7 was used in all experiments. The Lorentzian curve model was

f(x) = max

M0e

−∆1(Γ1/2)
2

(Γ1/2)
2+(x−x01)

2+
−∆2(Γ2/2)

2

(Γ2/2)
2+(x−x02)

2

, R

, where M0 is the unsaturated

magnetization (curve baseline), ∆i is the depolarization constant (the product of the
depolarization rate (λi) and the saturation time), Γi is the peak width, x0i is the peak
position and R is the noise level. Fitting was done first to the raw spectra to extract
the value of M0 and then the spectra were normalized using this value and a second
fitting was done.

M0 ∆1 Γ1 x01 ∆2 Γ2 x02 R

E1
CB7 1 ± 0.02 4.9 ± 2.1 14.8 ± 4 −0.97 ± 0.4 0.57 ± 0.03 14.2 ± 1.8 −95 ± 0.3 0.21 ± 0.01

CB6 1 ± 0.007 1.9 ± 0.2 6.6 ± 0.5 0 ± 0.1 0.22 ± 0.01 15.9 ± 2.4 −94 ± 0.5 0.28 ± 0.02

E2
CB7 1.04 ± 0.007 10.7 ± 3.4 6.1 ± 1 −0.51 ± 0.1 0.41 ± 0.01 14.1 ± 0.6 −94.5 ± 0.1 0 ± 0

CB6 1 ± 0.004 6.3 ± 2.9 3.9 ± 1 −0.4 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.009 13.9 ± 0.4 −95.1 ± 0.1 0 ± 0

E3
CB7 1 ± 0.02 4.7 ± 1.4 12.4 ± 2.5 −0.3 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.03 13.7 ± 1.6 −94.7 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.01

CB7+3 1 ± 0.008 2.7 ± 0.2 17.7 ± 1.2 −0.2 ± 0.2 0.05 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 7 −94.4 ± 1.2 0.2 ± 0.006
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to be considered through fitting of the Lorentzian line shapes to allow comparisons.

CAVKA delivers reliable spectra in a short time for a direct comparison between

samples. The estimation of a host concentration based on a reference sample within

one image has been shown in a more complex way in [77], but without the CAVKA

acceleration.

The CB6 impurity concentration was estimated in yet another way through a se-

ries of experiments with guest 3 (putrescine). Unlike the blocking experiment with 2

(Fig. 5.3c) that was designed to show that the CEST-providing host is unlikely to be

CB7 and led to the hypothesis that CB6 residuals provide the CEST response, the

experiments with 3 are used to estimate these residuals concentration. First, the min-

imal putrescine concentration to achieve nearly full blocking of the CEST response

from CB7 was tested. To this end, short imaging experiments in the single phantom

were performed. The CEST response from a 50 µM CB7 solution was measured and

compared to the responses of solutions containing 50 µM CB7 and 3 in increasing

concentrations of 0.5, 1 and 4 µM. Fig. 5.5c shows the results. An increasing sup-

pression of the CEST response is observed upon increasing the concentration of 3

with an almost full suppression by the addition of 4 µM. This type of short imaging

experiments are with a limited accuracy but yet sufficient to determine the minimal

blocking concentration that will be used next. This limited accuracy is also the reason

for the increased CEST response observed from the CB7 solution compared to other

measurements (60% vs. 40% ).

Next, a more detailed CAVKA acquisition of the double phantom that had 50 µM

CB7 in the inner compartment and CB7 : 3 at 12.5 : 1 ratio in the outer compartment

was done. The spectra appear in Fig. 5.5d with the Lorentzian curve fitting. The

fitting was done first to data of the CB7 compartment and then the obtained position

and width of the CEST peak were used as prior knowledge to identify the residual

CEST signal in the second compartment. Repeating one more time the quantita-

tive analysis based on Eq. 5.1 provides the third estimation to the CB6 impurity

concentration. A small difference here, compared to the other times of using this

quantitative analysis, is that the depolarization ratio equals to the ratio of CB6 con-

centration in the CB7 sample to the unoccupied CB6 concentration in the sample of
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CB7 and 3. The result for the CB6 impurity concentration is 4.4 ± 0.09 µM. The

parameter values extracted from the Lorentzian curve fitting for these spectra appear

in Table 5.1.

The difference between the binding constants to CB6 and CB7 of each of the two

guest 2 and 3 (cadaverine and putrescine) is roughly the same, i.e. 100-fold higher

binding constant to CB6 than to CB7. Thus, it is expected that the by far larger part

of the guest molecules would be included in CB6 and not in CB7, although CB7 is

in excess over CB6 (ca. 10-fold according to the estimated concentration of the CB6

impurity). This is important since otherwise (i.e., for more similar binding constants)

only small part of the guest would occupy CB6 and a full blocking could not have

been observed.

The 129Xe HyperCEST response from CB7 was also studied in [78]. They believe

that the origin of the response is not from CB7 since the width of the CEST peak was

too narrow compared to that of CB6 (which has a smaller cavity and thus it is ex-

pected to have a slower exchange rate). Additionally, they observed that interactions

of 129Xe and CB7 are manifested through a relatively wide solution peak. However,

they suggested inverted CB7 (iCB7) as the source for the CEST response as ca. 1% of

it is known to form as a stereo isomer during CB7 synthesis. iCB7 has a lower cavity

size because of a one inverted unit of glycoluril and thus the peak of CB7-bound Xe

was assigned to it. The option that iCB7 is a source for the CEST response is not

excluded by this work as iCB7 is not commercially available and investigations to this

matter were not possible. However, the matching chemical shifts from signals in CB6

and CB7 samples do not agree with the expectation that iCB7 with a rather different

cavity shape and atom binding would yield a rather different chemical shift.

Additional candidates for the source of the CEST response could be presumably

CB5 or CB8 that are also side products in CB7 synthesis. These are less likely to

contribute to the observed CEST response as CB5 exchanges Xe in a slow rate of

0.002 h−1 [79] and CB8 has a low water solubility ≤ 10 µM [54] and would exchange

xenon rather fast.

In conclusion, the CB6 impurity concentration in CB7 is estimated to be in the

range of 3.9 - 4.6 µM or 7.8% - 9.2%. This was concluded from three independent
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experiments and quantitative analysis of their hyperCEST spectra. The CAVKA

experiments produced high quality spectra (that permit parameter extraction through

curve fitting) and in a relatively short time.

5.2.4 Labile exchange manifestation in the FID

The labile interaction between Xe and CB7 could also be observed in the 129Xe NMR

FIDs from CB7 samples with and without the blocker. Fig. 5.6 displays the short

FID (180 ms) as a consequence of the labile exchange between xenon and CB7 and

the longer lasting FID (700 ms) when the blocker at 60-fold excess is added. Thus,

upon inclusion of the blocker into the cavity, the blocker prevents some of the labile

interaction between Xe and the portals of CB7 which are destructive to the magneti-

zation (irreversible loss of the spins phase coherence) and by that the FID lasts longer.

In Fig. 5.3d, the chemical structure of the inclusion complex of CB7 and blocker is

shown. The amino groups of the blocker (nitrogen appear as blue spheres) stick out

of the cavity and could, in theory, deny the access of xenon to the portals. This

suggested mechanism explains the suppression of the labile interaction at the portals

of CB7 which are otherwise known to affect host-guest exchange kinetics [72–74].

In section 5.2.3, an experiment with 0.5 µM CB7 (a relatively lower concentration

than in other CB7 experiments) was done and in line with expectations, a CEST

response was not observed. As indication that CB7 was still present in the solution,

the FID from the CB7 sample was compared to the FID of a Xe in water sample.

Fig. 5.7 shows the two FIDs. A shorter ringing FID was recorded for CB7 than for

the water sample with signal decays within 0.6 vs. 2 s.
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Figure 5.6: Labile interactions of CB7 and 129Xe indicated by the duration of the FID.
a) Duration of 180 ms when 129Xe has unrestricted access to CB7 (50 µM solution).
b) Duration of almost 1 s in the presence of the blocker in a 60-fold excess over CB7.
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Figure 5.7: The FID illustrating the labile interaction to validates the presence of
CB7 in solution. a) In a sample of 0.5 µM CB7 an FID of 600 ms was recorded. b)
In a water sample an FID of 2 s was recorded.
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5.2.5 Chirality of the ”blocker”

The supposedly low blocking ability of 1 with regards to the signal at −95 ppm could

also be related to a selectivity of the CBn cavity for either the cis or trans stereo

isomers of 1. A control experiment with the trans enantiomer of the blocker was thus

performed. The aim of the experiment was testing for complete suppression of the

CEST response. Fig. 5.8 presents a comparison between the z-spectrum of a CB7 with

the trans-blocker (left) and the z-spectrum of a CB7 with the cis-blocker (right) where

a complete CEST suppression by any of the enantiomers could not be observed. The

two spectra do show a small difference in the CEST response with the cis enantiomer

being a slightly more efficient blocker (it yields a lower CEST response). However,

this kind of interpretation should only be seen as a rough qualitative assessment

since the difference in CEST responses is about the same as the shot-to-shot noise

(shown in Fig. 5.3c). Importantly, after realizing that the bound Xe peak in a CB7

spectrum is from a CB6 impurity the concluded insignificance regarding the chirality

of the blocker applies to CB6 and not to CB7. This is in line with expectations

since the CB6 cavity is most likely too small to include any of the guest enantiomers,

even when cis/trans- 1,4-bis(aminomethyl)cyclohexane (TCI chemicals, Eschborn,

Germany) were added to 50 µM CB7 solution with CB6 impurity of ca. 4 µM in a

60-fold excess in order to prepare samples.

5.3 CAVKA vs. UFZ

In the following section, a comparison between Ultrafast z-spectroscopy (UFZ), as

described here [80], and CAVKA is made. The slow stepwise encoding has been

addressed in various contexts of NMR spectroscopy by the concept of spatial par-

allelization [81] to accelerate the data acquisition. It enables encoding of spectral

information along one spatial dimension by applying a gradient during preparation

and readout. This concept has been used in CEST spectroscopy (called UFZ) for

thermally polarized spins [82–84] and for hyperpolarized Xe [80, 85]. Accordingly,

the information is stored in a so-called “projection profile”, where the magnetization

is segmented into many points along the readout dimension. Overall, the method
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Figure 5.8: Testing the impact of the chirality of 1 on CEST suppression. Nor
the trans isomer (left) nor the cis isomer completely muted the CEST response by
vanishing the peak at −95 ppm. Samples contained 50 µM CB7 (aqueous solution)
and cis/trans 1,4-bis(aminomethyl)cyclohexane in a 60-fold excess (3 mM). Points
are experimental data (ROI-averaged) and solid lines are Lorentzian curve fittings.

becomes faster but the sensitivity is reduced and rather noisy data is produced unless

combined with signal averaging or expensive isotope enrichments (where the abun-

dance of the isotope 129Xe is above 80%, while the natural abundance is 26.4%). The

summation of echoes has been suggested in this context to decrease the noise level.

For systems with high exchange rates, however, the combination of large chemical

shift separations, see Fig. 5.9a-b, and frequent transitions between two Larmor fre-

quencies causes rather strong T2,ex effects [48] and turns this averaging strategy rather

inefficient. Döpfert et al. [80] defined a stop criterion up to which echo number the

signals should be added up before further addition contributes predominantly noise.

According to this criterion, echo no. 2 should have at least 41.4% signal intensity of

the first echo to be added. Exchange-induced loss of phase coherence can occur with

time constant τ of a few milliseconds [86] that are comparable to the applied echo

time TE. For TE = τ , the second echo is already decayed to 36.8% of the first echo

and thus signal summation rather increases the noise. This motivates the search for

other ways to speed up the acquisition while maintaining high quality spectra (see
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Figure 5.9: Host guest interactions revealed by CEST spectroscopy and related encod-
ing techniques with acceleration through spatial parallelization. Free Xe is detected
after bound Xe has been saturated. a) CB7 provides a cavity and a portal wide
enough to reversibly bind 1 (cis- 1,4- bis(aminomethyl)cyclohexane). Residual CB6
with the smaller portal does not allow easy access for 1, yet traps Xe long enough
to yield a well resolved CEST signal. b) Z- spectrum of multiple samples (Nsample).
Each spectrum is sampled with a resolution of ∆ω along the spectral dimension and
N∆ω data points. The large chemical shift separation of ∼ 104 Hz enables access to
relative fast exchanging systems. A reduction of the Xe exchange rate reduces the
intensity and the width of the CEST response. c) Comparison of the raw data of
CAVKA and the UFZ approach. UFZ employs only one gradient and requires high
segmentation to cover all data points along the spectral dimension. CAVKA uses
reduced segmentation, but encodes a full series of images. The CEST information is
restricted to a sub-section of the raw data that can be sampled with increased signal.
d) Comparison of the processed data from CAVKA and UFZ. The imaging series in
CAVKA allows to define ROIs that yield spectra with low shot-to-shot noise. UFZ
yields projection profiles that are divided by each other and carry a relatively high
noise level along the spectral dimension due to the high segmentation of the initial
magnetization.
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section 5.3.1 for more details). The delivery of hyperpolarized nuclei can be done for

multiple samples simultaneously for obtaining NMR data from physically separated

volumes with different chemical conditions. This can be implemented with separate

RF coils [87] or by applying MR imaging concepts [48]. The latter offers flexibility

regarding the acceleration strategies that are used to obtain multiple spectra from a

series of images as illustrated in Fig. 5.9c-d. Translating the magnetization segmen-

tation step from the chemical shift dimension (as in UFZ) into the domain of image

encoding (i.e., spatial frequencies stored in k-space) will yield good spectral quality

while still allowing highly accelerated data acquisition.

5.3.1 Limits of echo summation

As mentioned above, Döpfert et al. [80] defined a stop criterion up to which echo

number the signals should be summed before further addition contributes more noise

than signal increase. Echo number n with signal sn should be added only if sn >(√
n/(n− 1)− 1

)
Σn−1

i=1 si. For exponentially decaying echoes, τ/TE (i.e., the decay

constant in units of the used echo spacing TE) is the critical parameter (τ is given by

T2 for spin echo train and by T ∗
2 for gradient echoes). We arbitrarily assign the first

echo signal intensity s1 = 1 (though this is smaller than the starting magnetization

at t = 0). Assuming relatively slow sampling or fast decay, i.e. TE = τ , then the

second echo is already decayed to 36.8% of the first echo. The stop criterion for echo

no. 2 requires that it should at least be 41.4% of the first echo to be added. Thus,

TE = τ yields best signal for no further addition. The ideal case for sampling the

echoes infinitely faster than the decay means that each signal si contributes almost

si ∼ 1. The sum of the preceding n − 1 echoes is n − 1 and thus the upper limit

that the n-th contribution yields after normalization by the previous sum is given by

(n− 1)−1. The ”test criterion”, shown in Fig. 5.10 can not reach the yellow area but

must stay outside the red area. For τ = 2 · TE, summation up to n = 3 is beneficial.

For τ = {5, 10, 50} · TE, summation up to n = {6, 13, 63} improves the signal. We

thus see that rapidly decaying signals like those in fast exchanging systems (τ < 10

ms for gas vesicles as seen by the FID decays in the FA calibration [86]) suffer from

strong limitations with regard to efficient echo accumulation.
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Figure 5.10: Signal improvement by summation of echoes. Red area under the curve√
n/(n− 1)−1 is where echo summation contributes noise rather than signal. Yellow

area above the curve 1/(n − 1) is impossible due to the non-zero scan time. Curves
in green and blue with different values of the critical parameter τ/TE intersect the
red curve to show the maximal number of echoes that should be summed to improve
the signal. Data is simulated.
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5.3.2 Further segmentation considerations

The z-spectra obtained by gradient echoes as shown by Döpfert et al. [80] were quite

quickly noise dominated. They also included a blurring related to the sharp edges and

had a small dynamic range where the Rician noise level relatively soon impaired the

information in the same range of frequencies that CEST-induced signal loss started

to appear. For fast decaying signals and a low starting magnetization, there are

important limitations for segmenting the available magnetization, as in UFZ, into

pieces along the chemical shift dimension:

� only a rather small part of both the starting magnetization and the host actively

participates in the CEST effect (those with the ”matching” frequency along the

gradient direction);

� in the typical implementation with cylindrical NMR tubes, different sections

of the CEST spectrum are encoded with different reference magnetization, in

other words the shape of the reference z-spectrum depends on the shape of

the phantom and/or the shape of the excitation pulse along the direction of

the applied gradient. Low magnetization levels at the edges are dominated by

Rician noise, thus the ”valuable” CEST information should be concentrated

towards the center.

� no redundancy exists in the data.

� equidistant sampling is applied along the saturation frequency (CEST) dimen-

sion, thus selectively more dense sampling around ranges of interest (the spec-

trum peaks) is not possible. The noise along the readout dimension after FT

can be pretty high in UFZ. Contrary, the shot-to-shot noise along the satura-

tion frequency dimension for conventional CEST encoding with the polarizer

operating in continuous flow mode is rather low (e.g., less than 0.56% is pos-

sioble [88]). Working with natural abundance 129Xe and choosing continuous

flow operation has the advantage of i) being cost effective and ii) providing

stable magnetization conditions over an extended period of time for compar-

ing different spectra. It comes, however, with reduced starting magnetization
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(compared to enriched 129Xe and cryo-separation), but this can be overcome

by carefully choosing certain dimensions for signal averaging, identifying signal

redundancies and segmenting the starting magnetization i) along an ”uncriti-

cal” dimension and ii) into fewer steps. It should thus be favorable to maintain

step-wise (but not equidistant) encoding along the ∆ω axis with replenishing

of the magnetization for each saturation offset and to implement acceleration

for one or the other encoding dimensions. Instead of segmenting the magneti-

zation into at least 64 pieces of variable amplitude along the saturation offset

dimension, it can be divided into 32 equal segments to optimize encoding along

the spatial dimension via the VFA approach. Along the spectral dimension, no

nuclei will be affected at all by RF saturation for certain offsets, but for the

important frequencies (around the peaks), all nuclei and hosts participate in

the CEST mechanism and thus make most efficient use to encode the CEST

effect, even for small host concentrations. Transferring the magnetization seg-

mentation step from the chemical shift dimension (where the noise level would

otherwise seriously impair the quality of the z-spectrum) into the domain of

spatial frequencies (k-space) for imaging helps to spread the noise across all

pixels in image space.
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6 Denoising of hyperpolarized 129Xe MR images

In this chapter, two denoising methods, namely principal component analysis and

wavelets, are applied to hyperpolarized Xe MRI.

6.1 Introduction

Denoising is the reduction of the noise level that accompanies a signal. Many digital

spectrometers, seismometers and MRI scanners process signals that are contaminated

with noise. The two main sources of noise in MR images are the electronics (hardware)

and dielectric and inductive losses in the sample [89, 90]. The noise impairs image

quality, can mask fine details and it also leads to errors in imaging-based signal

quantification. These effects create the need for denoising methods.

Noise removal in MRI can be done in a number of ways, for example by cooling of

the imaging hardware (to reduce noise from a thermal source) [91], by signal averaging

(which has already been discussed extensively throughout this thesis), or by image

domain filtering (Gaussian filter, Wiener filter and others [92]). Principal component

analysis (PCA) and wavelets are the two methods used for denoising in the following

chapter.

PCA and wavelets can be considered as spectral decomposition methods: spectral

in the sense that there is a set of functions {gi} that is used to give the signal a

representation in the form of
∑

i aigi, where ai are coefficients (amplitudes) for the

functions in the set (the spectrum). Denoising can be achieved by using a reduced

number of spectrum functions, like in PCA, or by setting some of their coefficients

to zero, like in wavelets. The spectrum constituents in PCA are eigenvectors of the

signal-related covariance matrix and in wavelets these are the wavelet functions.

Tuning of parameters in these spectral methods is important for tailoring them to

the type of MRI data that is to be denoised and serves the final goal of achieving opti-

mized SNR while sustaining relevant image features. PCA is applied on k-space data

and the number of principal components (pc) needs to be tuned, whereas wavelets

are applied on image space data and the threshold value for zeroing out wavelet

coefficients is tuned, as well as the type of thresholding procedure (soft/hard).
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The denoising method of PCA demands a series of images for its implementation.

It uses the multiple images to identify redundancies in the data and removing these

redundancies facilitates the removal of noise. Wavelets, on the contrary, takes a single

image as input and the removal of noise is done by local averaging of pixel areas with

only small variation. However, for some imaging applications a series of images is

anyway acquired, thus both denoising methods could be used without prolonging the

image acquisition time.

Normalization of the data is needed for some denoising methods to adjust the noise

properties to the requirements of the method. In wavelets denoising, calculation of

the SURE (Stein Unbiased Risk Estimate) threshold assumes a noise level of 1 and the

images are normalized to respect this. To this end, the noise level has to be estimated

as a preliminary step. PCA denoising also includes a preliminary step which is the

centering of the images from the series to have a zero mean pixel-wise.

6.2 Principal component analysis (PCA)

Principal component analysis is a dimensionality reduction technique. It takes repe-

titions of multivariable information as input and constructs new variables as a linear

combination of the original ones. The criterion for constructing these new variables

is that the change of the information along them is maximal. If this process ends

successfully, the number of the new variables would be lower than the number of

the initial variables. In image data each pixel is considered as one variable and its

repetitions come from obtaining a series of images. If the image resolution is p and

the number of images is n, the data matrix X has dimensions n× p, where each row

of X is formed by 2D image that was reshaped to a one dimensional array (a vector).

The data matrix is assumed to be centered (i.e., the mean value of each column is

zero). If this is not true, it could always be realized by subtracting each column mean

from the entries of the column. The covariance matrix of the data is calculated by

X
∗
X, where ∗ denotes transpose and complex conjugate (division by n−1 is omitted

here since it is irrelevant to the derivation). A new set of variables is sought as a

linear combination of the original variables, thus a set of weights w1, w2,...,wp (each

is a column of p entries in a matrix W ) is defined and the data matrix written with
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the new variables is given by XW (each column of XW has the repetitions of one

new variable). In order to find the new variables (or just the weights that define the

new variables), XW is subjected to the constraint that the variance of this matrix

should be maximal and to an additional constraint that the weights are unit vectors,

||wi||2 = 1. This is posed as an optimization problem:

arg max
||w||=1

{(XW )
∗
XW}

arg max
||w||=1

{W ∗
X

∗
XW}

and since weights are unit vectors, this can also be written as,

arg max
||w||=1

{W
∗
X

∗
XW

w∗w
}.

The last expression can be recognized as the Rayleigh quotient [93]. It can be shown

that the maximum is found when the weights in (the columns of) W are assigned to

the eigenvectors of X
∗
X. Additionally, the eigenvalues give the values of the Rayleigh

quotient for the respective eigenvectors, thus the eigenvectors that correspond to the

largest eigenvalues define new variables for which the variance change along them is

maximal. Taking the first l eigenvectors, where usually l << p, provides the dimen-

sionality reduction. After obtaining W , the PCA reconstruction matrix is calculated

by XWW
∗
which yields a matrix with dimension n× p as the original data matrix.

It can be shown that the new variables are an orthogonal set, thus the transformation

to the new variables decorrelates the original variables or in other words reduces the

redundancy in the data [94]. Moreover, since the new variables are orthogonal, they

are refereed to as the directions of the PCA coordinate system. The weights vectors

that define the new variables are called the principal components (pc) and the values

of the new variables (the projection of the data on the new variables) are called scores.

PCA implementation in this chapter involved singular value decomposition (SVD).

In SVD, the data matrixX is decomposed asX = USV
∗
, where U, V are orthonormal

matrices (their columns are an orthonormal set) with dimensions n × r and p × r,

respectively. Thus, U
∗
U = I, V

∗
V = I, where I is the identity matrix. S is a diagonal

matrix with dimensions r × r. To implement PCA, one seeks for the eigenvectors of

the covariance matrix X
∗
X and it can be shown that these eigenvectors are equal to
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the columns of V . Thus, obtaining V replaces solving for W . In order to derive this

connection let the covariance matrix be written in terms of the SVD decomposition,

X
∗
X = (USV

∗
)
∗
USV

∗
= V S

∗
U

∗
USV

∗
,

since U
∗
U = I and S is diagonal (therefore S

∗
S is also diagonal with the element-wise

multiplication of S
∗
and S) then

X
∗
X = V S

∗
SV

∗
.

This can be identified as the diagonalization of X
∗
X where V is the diagonalizing

matrix that according to the diagonalization theorem [95] has in its columns the

eigenvectors of X
∗
X. Not any arbitrary matrix can be diagonalized, however the

covariance matrix is symmetric and thus, according to the diagonalization theorem,

can be diagonalized. Using SVD terms, the data matrix with the new variables (XW )

and the PCA reconstruction matrix (XWW
∗
) can be written as,

XW = USV
∗
V = US,

XWW
∗
= USV

∗
V V

∗
= USV

∗
.

The eigenvalues of X
∗
X are, in SVD terms, S2

i (the elements in the diagonal of S

squared). The PCA reconstruction is done using the first l columns of V the same

way it was done with W .

6.3 The discrete Wavelet transform

The wavelet decomposition begins by giving a representation to a signal f(x) (assum-

ing x ≥ 0 without loss of generality) by using a series of integer-shifted step functions

(also called scaling functions) {ϕm(x)}, m = 0, 1, ...,M − 1, where m are the shifts

and M is the signal length. They are functions of a constant value over a narrow

domain (support) and of zero-value elsewhere, each allows representation of the signal

value in one spatial location:

f(x) =
M−1∑
m=0

amϕ(x−m),
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Figure 6.1: Scaling functions ϕj,m(x). m sets the shift of the scaling functions, e.g.,
first row m = 0, 1, 2, 3. j sets the support (width) of the scaling functions, e.g., last
row j = 2.

ϕ(x) =

{
1, ∀x ∈ [0, 1)

0, otherwise
.

An approximation for this initial representation is then built by using step functions

with a support that is twice as wide for each following interval and thus the resolution

is reduced 2-fold. This is known as the dyadic decomposition (or multiresolution

analysis) and it takes the approximation from one level (scale) j to the next coarser

one j + 1. In each level j (j ∈ Z) the step functions are constructed according to

ϕj,m(x) = 2−j/2ϕ

(
x−m

2j

)
.

The information that is needed to move back to a finer level is represented by

another series of shifted functions (called the wavelet functions) {ψm(x)}. Each al-

lows representation of the difference between the approximations of two levels in one

spatial location. This difference takes the form
∑M−1

m=0 wj,mψj,m(x), where wj,m are the

coefficients of the wavelet functions at level j. The ’Haar’ wavlet [96] is an example
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which is one of the few with an analytic form:

ψ(x) =


1, ∀x ∈ [0, 1/2)

−1, ∀x ∈ [1/2, 1)

0, otherwise

.

Shifting and dilating the Haar function is according to

ψj,m(x) = 2−j/2ψ

(
x−m

2j

)
.

For other wavelet functions, the wavelet coefficients are obtained by conjugate mirror

filters [97].

Wavelet decomposition of an image demands a generalization of the above de-

scription to 2D, which is done easly via a tensor product [97]. It yields 4 matrices in

each level of decomposition, 1 approximation matrix (with half the resolution in each

direction) and 3 wavelet coefficients matrices that store the difference information

in three directions: horizontal, vertical and diagonal (with same dimensions as the

approximation matrix). Areas in the image where the pixel values do not change a

lot yield wavelet coefficients of low magnitude. On the contrary, edges in the im-

age correspond to high magnitude wavelet coefficients. Keeping the large wavelet

coefficients and neglecting (assigning to zero) the rest was shown [98, 99] to produce

good approximations of the original image while reducing the amount of information

needed to represent it. This is known as the sparsity of the wavelet domain. Selective

vanishing of wavelet coefficients is termed thresholding and two types exist. 1) Hard

thresholding: neglecting all coefficients with a value under the specified threshold and

keeping the other coefficients unchanged. 2) Soft thresholding: neglecting all coeffi-

cients with a value under the specified threshold and reducing the remaining ones by

the value of the threshold.

Several ways were suggested to determine the threshold value [100–103], some are

adaptive to the signal that is being decomposed and others use general noise properties

to set it. The universal threshold [100] λ = σ
√
2 log n, where n is the signal length

(the image resolution for images) and σ is the standard deviation of the noise that

corrupts the signal, is the solution of the optimization problem that finds, under
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Figure 6.2: Haar wavelet functions ψj,m(x). The wavelet functions retrieve fine details
information to the approximation in level j from the approximation in level j− 1. m
and j has the same role as in Fig. 6.1

certain assumptions, a threshold value that minimizes the error between the original

signal and its wavelet reconstruction. The term reflects dependency only on the signal

length and noise level. It is easily found (without any further computations on the

wavelet coefficients) and was developed with independent, zero mean and normally

distributed noise and it has an increasing accuarecy as n→ ∞ (asymptotic behavior).

Another type of threshold λ is SURE (Stein Unbiased Risk Estimate) [101,104]. It is

also the solution of the optimization problem mentioned above, but with adaptivity

to the data degree of smoothness. To obtain the SURE threshold, one seeks the value

λ that minimizes the SURE function:

SURE(λ,w) = n+
n∑

i=1

min(|wi|, λ)2 − 2 ·#{i : |wi| < λ},

where wi are wavelet coefficients and # is the cardinality (number of wavelet coeffi-

cients that are smaller than λ). It can be shown [102] that the solution can be obtained

by sorting the wavelet coefficients in ascending order and then plugging them into

the SURE function. The coefficient that gives a minimal value to the SURE function

is the desired solution. These additional processing steps make the SURE threshold

harder to obtain than the universal threshold, but this also makes it more adaptive

to the signal as it has a dependency on the wavelet representation of the signal rather

than just on its length. SURE threshold cannot exceed the universal threshold amid
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to its mathematical derivation. It also assumes noise level of 1 and thus the signal

must be normalized accordingly.

The thresholding procedure can be applied on the wavelet coefficients matrices of

the first decomposition level of the signal, or it can be applied iteratively on multiple

levels. The latter involves further decomposition of the first level approxiamtiom

matrix to a coarser approximation and 3 wavelet coefficents matrices. The wavelet

coefficents matrices of the first level are not further decomposed. This is known as

the Mallat way of wavelet decomposition [97].

6.4 Results and discussion

In the PCA section (6.4.1) two experimental datasets were used, one of an averaging

imaging series and the second of a CEST imaging series. In both datasets, experiments

were done in a double phantom with H2O in the outer compartment and CrA (10 µM

in H2O + 0.2% DMSO) in the inner compartment. The averaging series was acquired

with a FLASH sequence and the CEST series with a RARE sequence. PCA worked

for both types of sequences.

In the averaging dataset, scans were performed using a modified 2D FLASH se-

quence to include a preceding CEST preparation block and a VFA scheme for the

excitation pulses. 129Xe imaging parameters were: TE = 5.6 ms, TR = 12.2 ms,

FOV = 12 × 12 mm2, slice thickness = 20 mm, BW = 4 kHz, encoding order =

”centric”, matrix (image resolution) = 32 × 32. The xenon fraction was 5% of the

gas mixture delivered to the sample. Bubbling was performed for 10 s and additional

4 s were added afterwards for allowing potentially generated gas bubbles to collapse.

All images were acquired with an off-resonant saturation at 361.5 ppm (40 kHz), for

10 s and 20 µT to include the full CEST timing.

In the CEST dataset, scans were performed using a modified RARE sequence

with a CEST preparation block. 129Xe imaging parameters were: TE = 10.7 ms,

TR = 10.35 ms, FOV = 10 × 10 mm2, slice thickness = 20 mm, BW = 4 kHz,

encoding order = ”centric”, matrix(image resolution) = 32× 32. The xenon fraction

was 5% of the gas mixture that was delivered to the sample. Bubbling was performed

for 10 s and additional 4 s were added for gas bubbles to collapse. A saturation pulse
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of 10 s and 6 µT was applied at 23 offsets between −204 and 60 ppm (−22584 and

6642 Hz) in 12 ppm (1328.45 Hz) steps relative to the resonant frequency of xenon at

water (that was set to zero). This range is designed to cover the Xe@H2O (at 0 ppm)

and Xe@CrA (at −132 ppm) resonance frequencies. The RARE factor was equal to

the number of phase encoding steps.

PCA was implemented with Python 3.8 by using the SVD (singular value decom-

position) function of the linalg (linear algebra) submodule of the NumPy library. This

implementation was found to be 20-fold faster than an alternative option of using the

function eig (also from the linalg submodule) that finds the eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors of the covariance matrix of the data. PCA was applied to complex-valued

k-space data in a component-by-component manner. SNR in images was calculated

as the mean of the signal ROI (a circle with a radius of 10 pixels) over the standard

deviation of the noise ROI (a circle with a radius of 4 pixels) located in the top left

corner of every image.

In the wavelets section, (6.4.2) two experimental datasets were used, one with a

low and another with a higher SNR condition. In both datasets experiments were

done in a double phantom with H2O in the outer compartment and CrA (10 µM

in H2O + 0.2% DMSO) in the inner compartment. Scans were performed using a

modified 2D FLASH sequence to include a preceding CEST preparation block and a

VFA scheme for the excitation pulses. 129Xe imaging parameters were: TE = 5.6 ms,

TR = 12.2 ms, FOV = 12×12 mm2 (10×10 in the high SNR dataset), slice thickness

= 20 mm, BW = 4 kHz, encoding order = ”centric”, matrix (image resolution) =

32 × 32. The xenon fraction was 5% of the gas mixture delivered to the sample.

Bubbling was performed for 10 s ( 15 s in the high SNR dataset) and additional 4 s

(3 s in the high SNR dataset) were added afterwards for gas bubbles to collapse. All

images were acquired at an off-resonant saturation at 361.5 ppm (40 kHz), for 10 s

and 20 µT.

The discrete wavelet transform was implemented with Python 3.8 by using the

PyWavelets library [105] and included the use of the functions ’dwt2’, ’threshold’

and ’idwt2’ for the discrete wavelet transform, for the thresholding procedure and for

the inverse discrete wavelet transform, respectively. All wavelet transformations were
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done with the Haar wavelet function and all thresholding was done as soft thresh-

olding, since hard thresholding was less efficient. Complex-valued image data was

directly input to processing pipeline. Upon specifying a threshold value, thresholding

was done according to the magnitude value of the (complex) wavelet coefficients.

6.4.1 PCA denoising of k-space data

PCA requires multiple images as an input. At first, replicates of a single image

were used (an imaging series for averaging) to test the denoising effect of PCA. The

k-space data of this imaging series was used to find the PCA directions (principal

components) and the first direction (only) was taken to project the original data into

the PCA system of coordinates. Fig. 6.3 (top) shows one of the k-space replicates

before and after the PCA transformation that was based on 15 images. It can be seen

how the pixel values in the periphery of k-space is reduced in the left image (after

PCA) versus the right (original k-space). Pixel values in the periphery of k-space are

associated with noise [26] and thus this demonstrates qualitatively that PCA achieves

a denoising effect.

Next, the length of the imaging series was checked for its impact on the denoising

ability. This was done by applying PCA, which was based on imaging series of lengths

1, 5, 10, 15, 20, ..., 50, to one k-space, then Fourier transforming the denoised k-space

to get the corresponding image and finally measuring the SNR in this image, Fig. 6.3

(bottom) shows the results in a plot of SNR vs. the length of imaging series. Using

series with up to 10 images yielded small denoising effect with SNR values that are

under 11, using 15-30 images yielded roughly constant SNR value of ca. 13 and series

with length over 30 yielded SNR of more than 29. The SNR value in one image from

a set of 50 individual images before PCA denoising was 6.9 (averaged SNR value from

the 50 replicates), this value was also used as the initial SNR value (corresponding

to length of 1) in plotting the gray dashed line in Fig. 6.3. The graph at the bottom

of Fig. 6.3 shows that more than 30 images are needed in order to achieve the higher

SNR increase of ca. 4.2-fold and with series of shorter length, the SNR increase is

only 1.9-fold at best.

Thus, it can be concluded that for an averaging imaging series PCA, as a denoising
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Figure 6.3: PCA denoising of an averaging series. a-b) k-space before (b) and after
(a) denoising. A qualitative demonstration of the reduced pixel value at the periphery
of k-space by the PCA transformation. Color maps were set with an upper limit of
20% of the maximal pixel value to allow good visibility of the k-space periphery. c)
SNR as a function of the length of the averaging series. SNR was measured in image
space (Fourier transformed k-space). Gray dashed line shows the SNR that would be
achieved by averaging for comparison purposes. d) PCA reconstructed images from
averaging series of lengths 1, 15 and 35.
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method, would have a higher impact when more than 30 replicates are included.

Additionally, this plot clearly shows that averaging is more efficient as a denoising

method than PCA by providing higher SNR for each length (of the imaging series)

that was tested. However, averaging can only be used to denoise one image, the

averaged image, from a series of its replicates. PCA, on the contrary, can be used to

denoise images from a dynamic contrast imaging series (like CEST) and thus increases

the SNR (although not as much as averaging) without spending the additional time for

acquiring the images replicates. The effeciency of averaging versus PCA for denoising

hyperpolarized xenon images was also disscused in [106]. There, PCA was applied,

unlike in this work, to image space (magnitudes) data. It was concluded, that PCA

can be more efficient when many different saturation frequencies are desired.

SNR in PCA-denoised images was also checked upon varying the number of princi-

pal components (pc), Fig. 6.4a shows the results (from a PCA transformation based

on 15 images). The graph has a decreasing trend. Additionally, a relatively large

SNR reduction is displayed in the transition from 1 to 2 pc. The observed trend is

in line with expectation since the PCA reconstruction is getting closer to the original

image and includes more of the undesired image noise and by that the SNR declines

as the number of pc grows [107].

Another criterion that is considered regarding the number of pc is the value of the

eigenvalues. Fig. 6.4b shows the values of all eigenvalues of the system (with a total

number as the number of images in the imaging series) for each of the real/imaginary

components of the data. The eigenvalues are ordered from the largest to the smallest

as they are given in this order by the PCA procedure. The decay rate of the eigen-

values appears as more or less constant (a linear decay with a constant slope) for the

first 14 eigenvalues and a drop in value is then seen for the last eigenvalue. This kind

of decay rate does not provide a clear cutoff to the number of pc that should be used,

since the criterion [108] specifies to keep the largest eigenvalues up till the one with

a recognizable drop in value. However, in Fig. 6.4b the drop comes only at the last

eigenvalue and keeping all eigenvalues misses the aim of reducing the dimensions of

the data in order to achieve denoising.

Finally, the number of pc that are needed for reconstructing CEST contrast was
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Figure 6.4: Optimal number of principal components (pc) to achieve maximal SNR
and to reconstruct CEST contrast. a) SNR vs. the number of included pc showing a
decreasing SNR trend with increasing number of pc. b) Eigenvalue decay rate does
not provide clear criterion to the number of pc. c) Impact of the number of pc on
capturing CEST contrast, contrast between the compartments is reconstructed with
2 pc (right) whereas with 1 pc it is lost (left).
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checked. To this end, PCA was applied to a CEST imaging series. Fig. 6.4c shows the

results of a PCA transformation that is based on 23 images (the length of the CEST

imaging series). It displays the PCA-denoised images at the on-resonant frequency

of Xe@CrA, where a contrast between the phantom compartments should appear.

Using only 1 pc to reconstruct the image leads to a loss of the CEST contrast (left

image) that was present in the original image, whereas using 2 pc successfully captures

the CEST contrast (right image). The first pc only represents the overall geometry

whereas using a higher number of pc (≥ 2) also captures the CEST contrast.

Thus, it is concluded that 2 pc are the optimal number of pc in this case, since

a larger number would result in lower SNR and a smaller number would not capture

the important feature of CEST contrast. Table 6.1 provides the SNR values in on-

and off- resonant images before and after PCA denoising, the pc were calculated

from a CEST imaging series (length of 23) and 2 of them were used. The eigenvalue

decay rate analysis (like in Fig. 6.4b) for the CEST imaging series showed that 2

pc are required for the real component by presenting a clear drop in value for the

eigenvalues that follow it. By that, this analysis supports the number of pc that

was also needed for correct contrast reconstruction (Fig. 6.4c). For the imaginary

component, however, the decay rate plot showed 1 pc is sufficient. Nevertheless,

since using unequal number of pc for the real and imaginary components was not

considered, 2 pc were used for each component.

In the previous work [106] where PCA denoising was applied to image space

(magnitudes) data of hyperCEST imaging series, the selected number of pc was also

two. The arguments for this selection were: 1) two CEST agents were used each in

one compartment of the double phantom. Thus, the change in pixel intensity along

the CEST series was expected to be mainly in two groups of pixels, those of the

inner and the outer compartments. 2) A plot of the decay rate of the eigenvalues

showed that most of the data variance is captured by the first two pc. This was also

confirmed by producing the PCA-reconstructed CEST series with 3 pc and observing

lower SNR. Reconstruction was also done with 1 pc which led, as in this work, to

incorrect display of contrast for the inner compartment. Following the same logic as

in the first argument, 2 pc are again expected here since two different signatures are
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Table 6.1: SNR comparison between original and PCA-denoised images (of the double
phantom) at off- and on-resonant saturation frequencies. PCA transformation was
based on 23 images of a CEST imaging series and 2 principal components were used.

Original PCA denoised
Off-resonant image 9.21 39.35
On-resonant image 5.09 7.56

observed along the spectral dimension: one with only direct saturation and one with

a defined CEST response.

Additionally, the SNR increase reported in the same previous work was 2.2 for

the off-resonant image, whereas in this work it is 4.3. Possible explanation to the

higher denoising effect achieved when applying PCA to k-space data is the connection

between image space and k-space. Accordingly, each pixel in image space is related

(by the discrete Fourier transform) to the sum of all the data points of k-space.

Therefore, denoising k-space leads to a cumulative denoising effect of image space

data that is higher than the direct PCA denoising of image space data.

6.4.2 Wavelet denoising of image space data

Wavelet denoising was applied to images that were normalized to have a noise stan-

dard deviation (SD) of 1 by estimating the noise SD inside a noise ROI (in the

FT-reconstructed image) and dividing the image (pixel-wise) by the estimated SD

value. This was done since finding the SURE threshold demands a signal (image)

with a noise SD of 1. On the contrary, the universal threshold can be calculated from

a non-normalized image, but the SD of the noise is needed for its calculation. There-

fore, the SD was calculated and was additionally used to normalize the image which

made the thresolding procedure in both cases (SURE and universal) more uniform.

MRI allows for direct estimation of the noise SD. When this kind of estimation is not

possible, statistical methods in the wavelet domain can be used. For example in [109],

the noise SD of seismic signals is estimated by σ = median(|w|)/0.6745, where w are

the wavelet coefficients at the finest scale. Another test for estimating the noise SD in

the images as described in [110] was done. Accordingly, the noise was treated as Rice
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distributed with a low SNR (which makes it Rayleigh distributed) and the SD was

estimated according to
√

2/π ·Xnoise, where Xnoise is the mean of the noise. However,

this did not yield a correct image after the denoising process.

At first, wavelet denoising was applied to 129Xe MR images by preforming one level

decomposition and thresholding of the wavelet coefficients matrices of one image (at

an off-resonant frequency) from a double phantom experiment. Two datasets were

tested with a low and a higher initial SNR value (as shown in Table 6.2). In Fig. 6.5

a-b, an image before and after denoising from the higher SNR dataset is shown. The

denoising effect is clearly visible, especially in the phantom inner comportment and

outside to the phantom compartments. It appears as a more homogeneous distribu-

tion of pixel values. SNR was increased 1.5-fold by the wavelet denoising, values are

provided in Table 6.2. Wavelet denoising did not preform better on the low (initial)

SNR image than on the high SNR image. The values in Table 6.2 show roughly the

same SNR increase for both SNR regimes. However, when the initial SNR is very

low, the wavelet method failed in recovering the signal. This was tested by applying

wavelet denoising on an image from the GVs dataset and trying to recover the phan-

tom geometry, as appeared in Fig. 4.3. This test failed as the phantom geometry

could not be identified after the wavelet denoising process. Thus, it is concluded that

when the SNR is very low, averaging would be a better denoising method, but it is

of course more time consuming.

For thresholding, the threshold value λ was determined by the universal threshold

term and yielded a value of λ = 2.454. The SURE method of thresholding was

also tested for the two datasets and was less efficient in terms of SNR increase (see

Table 6.2). Obtaining λ according to the universal threshold term is independent of

the coefficients value and it only depends on the image dimensions. Thus, the same

threshold value for all three coefficients matrices (that store the difference information

in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions) could be applied. On the contrary,

the SURE method was done to each matrix of wavelet coefficients separately, this

makes the SURE method adaptive to the data and led to the expectation of more

efficient denoising. However, the universal method provided better results. Fig. 6.5c

presents the plot that is needed for obtaining the SURE threshold value for one of the
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Figure 6.5: Single level wavelet denoising. a-b) Double phantom images before (a) and
after (b) denoising. SNR values are provided in Table 6.2. c) Obtaining the SURE
(Stein unbiased risk estimate) threshold for one of the wavelet coefficients matrices (of
the horizontal direction). The same process is repeated to obtain the thresholds for
the vertical and diagonal directions. d-f) Vanishing coefficients binary maps for each
of the wavelet coefficients matrices, showing the scattering of the vanished (assigned to
zero) coefficients (yellow) and of the coefficients with value greater than the threshold
(purple).
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Table 6.2: SNR comparison before and after wavelet denoising for two initial SNR
levels and for two types of thresholds. Performed on double phantom images at an off-
resonant saturation frequency. Wavelet denoising was applied using soft thresholding
and the Haar wavelet function.

Low initial SNR High initial SNR
Before After Before After

Universal threshold 6.82 9.79 (+44%) 10.15 15.88 (+56%)
SURE threshold 6.82 8.75 (+28%) 10.15 13.48 (+33%)

wavelet coefficients matrices (of the horizontal direction). It has the sorted coefficients

value along the x-axis and their SURE function evaluations along the y-axis. The

threshold is taken as the coefficient value at the minimum which is λ = 1.442. For the

two other wavelet coefficients matrices the threshold values were λ = 1.426, λ = 1.466

for the vertical and diagonal directions, respectively. The higher value of the universal

threshold resulted, in this case, with a more efficient denoising. Generally, however,

increasing the threshold value only improves the denoising process up to a certain

limit, further increasing λ beyond this limit would decrease the SNR or might lead

to artefacts in the image [102]. This is the result of losing vital information when

vanishing to many coefficients. Possible reason for the underperformance of SURE

denoising is the image resolution of hyperpolarized xenon MRI. This resolution is

relatively low (32×32 pixels) and yields a wavelet coefficients statistics of a somewhat

low quality. Additionally, there are other reports with empirical data about the

underperformance of SURE versus the universal threshold, e.g., [111].

The connection between the image noise level and the threshold value was investi-

gated for the two thresholding methods by calculating the threshold for the datasets of

low and higher SNR. The term for the universal threshold includes the SD of the noise

in the image, therefore it is clear that a lower SNR image (higher SD) would have a

higher threshold value. The SURE threshold was calculated and yielded roughly the

same values for the two datasets of λ = 1.426 and λ = 1.466 for the low and high SNR

images, respectively (these are maximal values out of the three thresholds obtained

for each SNR regime). Thus, it seems that the SURE threshold, unlike the universal
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threshold, is independent of the image noise level. However, to calculate the SURE

threshold, the images had to be normalized to have a noise level of 1 and therefore a

noisier image would probably have more vanishing coefficients for the same threshold

value. Quantification of the number of vanished coefficients in each SNR regime will

be done in the next paragraph and then a conclusion can be drawn.

Fig. 6.5 d-f show binary maps of vanishing coefficients for the wavelet coefficients

matrices of the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. In yellow are the co-

efficients that were below the threshold value and were assigned to a value of zero

(vanished). In purple are the coefficients that were above the threshold value and

were not assigned to zero (rather ”pulled down” in value toward zero according to

the ”soft” way of thresholding). The maps were plotted for the wavelet coefficients

matrices of the image in Fig. 6.5a and the threshold value was set according to the

universal threshold. The positions of the vanished coefficients correspond to areas in

the image that are rich in noise. Vanishing of these wavelet coefficients is equivalent

to averaging of their parent pixels, this is the wavelet way of achieving local averaging

selectively (only where the coefficients vanish) and it is the denoising mechanism of

the entire image. The proportions of vanished coefficients out of the total number of

wavelet coefficients (which was 162 since the image resolution was 322 and one level

decomposition was performed) in each of the maps shown in Fig. 6.5 d-f are 0.52, 0.47

and 0.48, respectively. The meaning of these proportion values is that about 50% of

pixel pairs in each direction were averaged. Calculation of the same proportion values

with the SURE threshold yielded 0.26, 0.25 and 0.18 for the low SNR image and 0.26,

0.22 and 0.29 for the higher SNR image. Coming back to the connection between the

image noise level and the SURE threshold value, the calculated proportion values do

not support the idea that a higher noise level leads to a higher number of vanishing

coefficients. The proportions of the vanished coefficients are actually higher (when

summed together) for the high SNR image.

In conclusion, the connection between the image noise level and the SURE thresh-

old value is not as intuitive as one might expect and the two do not display direct

proportionality. This direct proportionality, however, does hold between the universal

threshold and the noise level.
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Till this point only single level wavelet decomposition was performed. For mul-

tilevel denoising, the same procedure applied to a single level (decomposition and

thresholding) was iteratively applied to a number of up to 5 levels (the image res-

olution was 322 which allowes denoising of maximaly 5 levels, 32 = 25). Fig. 6.6

a-b show the images before and after multilevel denoising with 3 levels (the choice

for the number of levels is detailed in the next paragraph). For thresholding of each

level, the universal threshold was used (with same value as for single level). Multi-

level denoising provided 2.3-fold SNR increase relative to the original image. This

denosing ability is meaningfully larger (> 50%) than the single level ability with the

universal treshold. In the multilevel approach, additional noise can be removed by

further decomposing the image (into coarser scales) and thresholding of more wavelet

coefficients that correspond to noise [103].

The choice for the number of levels in multilevel denoising was done empirically

by measuring the SNR in wavelet-denoised images which were decomposed using a

different number of levels from 2 to 5. Fig. 6.6 c-d present the graphs of SNR vs.

the number of levels for each of the universal and SURE thresholds. Whereas the

universal threshold showed maximal SNR value with 3 levels, the SURE threshold

showed maximal SNR with 4 levels. The optimal number of levels for each of the

thresholds suggest that indeed more noise could be identified (and removed) in the

additional levels beyond the single (first) level. However, using the maximal number

of levels also didn’t provide the optimal results since the highest (most coarse) levels

are already ”smooth” enough as a consequence of the image approximations that were

made in the previous levels and they do not contain additional wavelet coefficients

that correspond to noise [112]. Thresholding of coefficients in these coarse levels

nevertheless only decreased the SNR. Multilevel denoising with the SURE threshold

in 4 levels of the image in Fig. 6.6a resulted in a lower SNR increase (than with

the universal threshold in 3 levels shown in Fig. 6.6b) of 1.5-fold (image not shown).

Here, as in the single level, the adaptivity of the SURE threshold to the data led to the

expectation of outperforming the universal threshold. However, this was not observed,

presumably because of the aforementioned aspects for the single level denoising.
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Figure 6.6: Multilevel wavelet denoising. a-b) Double phantom images before (a) and
after (b) denoising of 3 levels using the universal threshold. c-d) Finding the optimal
number of levels to denoise according to the criterion of maximal SNR when using
the universal threshold (c) and the SURE threshold (d) in each level.
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